Alcohol Policy Resources & Media Archive

This document contains links to a variety of alcohol policy publications and resources that may be of interest to CAPE Community of Practice members. It also contains an archive of all media articles shared to the CAPE Community of Practice listserv. Additional links are added to this document periodically. If you have questions or would like to suggest an addition or correction to this document, email capecopcoord@uvic.ca

Please note, this document is provided for informational purposes only and is not a comprehensive review of the literature. Items included do not reflect the opinion of or imply endorsement or authorization by CAPE nor its funding organizations. Any questions or concerns regarding a particular publication or media story should be directed to the publisher or news source.

To access CAPE-produced reports (e.g. CAPE 3.0 results) and webinar materials visit www.alcoholpolicy.cisur.ca

To search publications of the Canadian Institute for Substance Use Research (CISUR) visit https://www.uvic.ca/research/centres/cisur/publications/index.php
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# Liquor Acts and Regulations in Canada

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Province/Territory</th>
<th>Acts</th>
<th>Regulations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alberta</td>
<td><strong>Gaming, Liquor and Cannabis Act</strong></td>
<td><strong>Gaming, Liquor and Cannabis Regulation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Columbia</td>
<td><strong>Liquor Control and Licensing Act</strong></td>
<td><strong>Liquor Control and Licensing Regulation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Brunswick</td>
<td><strong>Liquor Control Act</strong></td>
<td>Regulations (89-151; 2021-40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Brunswick and Labrador</td>
<td><strong>Liquor Control Act</strong></td>
<td><strong>Liquor Licensing Regulations</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nova Scotia</td>
<td><strong>Liquor Control Act</strong></td>
<td><strong>Liquor Licensing Regulations</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwest Territories</td>
<td><strong>Liquor Act</strong></td>
<td><strong>Liquor Regulations</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nunavut</td>
<td><strong>Liquor Act</strong></td>
<td><strong>Liquor Regulations</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario</td>
<td><strong>Liquor License and Control Act</strong></td>
<td>Regulations (745/21; 746/21; 747/21; 767/21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prince Edward Island</td>
<td><strong>Liquor Control Act</strong></td>
<td><strong>Liquor Control Act Regulations</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quebec</td>
<td><strong>Act respecting the Régie des alcools, des courses et des jeux</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Act respecting liquor permits</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Act respecting offences relating to alcoholic beverages</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Act respecting the Société des alcools du Québec</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan</td>
<td><strong>The Alcohol and Gaming Regulation Act</strong></td>
<td><strong>The Alcohol Control Regulations</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yukon</td>
<td><strong>Liquor Act</strong></td>
<td><strong>Liquor Regulations</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Liquor laws in Yukon are currently being updated. In 2019, the Commissioner of Yukon assented the new Liquor Act and regulations are under development.

[www.alcoholpolicy.cisur.ca](http://www.alcoholpolicy.cisur.ca)
Other alcohol policy evaluations

Books
Read Alcohol: No Ordinary Commodity. 3rd edition. (Babor et al., 2022)
Watch Webinar recording: Alcohol policy: Where do we go from here? The release of the third edition of Alcohol: No Ordinary Commodity (EENet/CAMH, 2023)

Presentations
Watch Effective Alcohol Policies [based on Alcohol: No Ordinary Commodity 3rd edition] (Babor, 2022)
Watch GAPA Virtual Event 2022 – presentations from Jurgen Rehm, Taisia Huckle, Thomas Babor and more on alcohol harms, policies and marketing and other topics (GAPA, 2022)

Journal Articles
Read Reducing alcohol use through alcohol control policies in the general population and population subgroups: a systematic review and meta-analysis (Kilian et al., 2023, eClinical Medicine)
Read Effective alcohol policies are associated with reduced consumption among demographic groups who drink heavily (Casswell et al., 2023, Alcohol Clinical and Experimental Research)
Read Alcohol control policies reduce all-cause mortality in Baltic Countries and Poland between 2001 and 2020 (Vaitkeviciute et al, 2023, Scientific Reports)
Read Support for evidence-based alcohol policy in Ireland: results from a representative household survey (Calnan et al., 2023, European Journal of Public Health)
Read Piloting a classification framework for the types of evidence used in alcohol policymaking (2023, Drugs and Alcohol Review)
Read Light and heavy drinking in jurisdictions with different alcohol policy environments (Foster et al., 2019, International Journal of Drug Policy)
Read A Comparison of Measures and Policies to Prevent Alcohol Problems among Youth across Canadian Provinces (Simpson et al., 2014, Canadian Public Policy)
# Strategies and control systems

## Canadian strategies and action plans

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Province</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Federal</td>
<td>Recommendations for a National Alcohol Strategy</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberta</td>
<td>Alberta Alcohol Strategy (Summary)</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newfoundland and Labrador</td>
<td>Provincial Alcohol Action Plan</td>
<td>2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwest Territories</td>
<td>An Alcohol Strategy for the Northwest Territories</td>
<td>2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nova Scotia</td>
<td>An Alcohol Strategy to Prevent and Reduce the Burden of Alcohol-Related Harm in Nova Scotia</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nunavut</td>
<td>Taking Steps to Reduce Alcohol-Related Harms in Nunavut</td>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quebec</td>
<td>Plan d’Action Interministériel en Dependence 2018-2028</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prevenir, Require et Traiter les consequences associates à la consommation de substances psychoactive, à la pratique des jeux de hazard et argent et à utilisation internet (2018)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan</td>
<td>Northern Alcohol Strategy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## International strategies and action plans

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>European framework for action on alcohol 2022–2025</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO</td>
<td>Global Alcohol Action Plan 2022-2030</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Presentations

- **Watch** Presentation on Vancouver’s community-led Alcohol Strategy (Co-Lab / CMAPS, 2022)
- **Watch** Overview of the new Canadian Operational Guidance for Managed Alcohol Programs (CMAPS CoP, 2023)
- **Watch** Impacts of trading restrictions on alcohol-related violence in NSW (National Drug and Alcohol Research Centre, 2022)
- **Watch** Availability is the poor cousin of marketing and pricing [webinar recording]. (SHAAP, 2023)

## Journal articles

Does a place of last drink initiative affect the likelihood of alcohol sales to obviously intoxicated patrons? (Toomey et al., 2024, Alcohol Clinical and Experimental Research) https://doi.org/10.1111/acer.15325

The association between alcohol retail access and health care visits attributable to alcohol for individuals with and without a history of alcohol-related health-care use (Myran et al., 2024, Addiction) https://doi.org/10.1111/add.16566

A mystery-shopping study to test enforcement of minimum legal purchasing age in Lithuania in 2022 (Miščikienė et al., 2023, European Journal of Public Health) https://doi.org/10.1093/eurpub/ckad027

Public health efforts to prevent expansion of alcohol retail availability in neighbourhoods with factors associated with high rates of alcohol-related harms: A case report (Hutchinson et al., 2024, Drug and Alcohol Review) https://doi.org/10.1111/dar.13859

Harms and costs of proposed changes in how alcohol is sold in Ontario (Giesbrecht and Myran, 2024, Canadian Medical Association Journal) https://doi.org/10.1503/cmaj.240069


People before profits: why we need a coherent health policy approach to tobacco, alcohol, and unhealthy food (Gilmore, 2024, BMJ) https://www.bmj.com/content/384/bmj.q473

Development of a framework for action to advocate for a coherent prevention policy for tobacco, alcohol, and foods high in fats, salt, or sugar: a mixed-methods approach (Jawad et al., 2023, The Lancet) https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(23)02109-8/fulltext


Read ‘The convenience is a double-edged sword’: Qualitative interviews with people who use online alcohol delivery services (Colbert et al., 2023, Drug and Alcohol Review)

Read Early closing of hotels: Impacts on alcohol consumption, drunkenness, liver disease and injury mortality (Dunt et al., 2023, Drug and Alcohol Review)

Read “Availability is the poor cousin of marketing and pricing”: qualitative study of stakeholders’ views on policy priorities around tobacco and alcohol availability (Dimova et al., 2023, Drugs: Education, Prevention and Policy)

Read Cannabis liberalisation: Lessons for alcohol policy (Institute of Alcohol Studies, 2023)

Read Does a local Alcohol Health Champion programme have a measurable impact on health and crime outcomes? A natural experiment evaluation of Communities in Charge of Alcohol (CICA) based on triangulation of methods (Scott et al., 2023, Addiction)

Read The Sale of Alcohol Bill (2022): an analysis of children’s rights impacts. (Bartlett, 2023, Alcohol Forum Ireland and Irish Community Action on Alcohol Network)

Read Does a local Alcohol Health Champion programme have a measurable impact on health and crime outcomes? A natural experiment evaluation of Communities in Charge of Alcohol (CICA) based on triangulation of methods (Scott et al., 2023, Addiction)

Read The impacts of selling alcohol in grocery stores in Ontario, Canada: a before after study (Schwartz et al., 2023, JSAD)
Beverage- and context-specific alcohol consumption during COVID-19 in the United States: The role of alcohol to-go and delivery purchases (Trangenstein et al., 2023, JSAD)

The future of alcohol policy in the EU (Juslin, E., 2023, European Public Health Alliance)

Impact of alcohol home delivery and other methods of obtaining alcohol in young adults (Noel and Rosenthal, 2023, Alcohol and Alcoholism)

The Sale of Alcohol Bill (2022): An analysis of costs and benefits (Babor, 2023)

Characteristics associated with buying alcohol to-go and for delivery during the first year of the COVID-19 pandemic among a national sample of US adults (Trangenstein et al., 2023, Drug and Alcohol Review)

Local councils are working to influence the commercial determinants of health (Pickard, 2022, BMJ)

Estimating the public health impact of disbanding a government alcohol monopoly: application of new methods to the case of Sweden (Stockwell et al., 2018, BMC Public Health)

**Reports, guidance and fact sheets**

Policy priorities to prevent cancer (World Cancer Research Fund, 2024) [https://www.wcrf-uk.org/preventing-cancer/policy/uk-general-election-manifesto](https://www.wcrf-uk.org/preventing-cancer/policy/uk-general-election-manifesto)

Alcohol, drugs and driving consensus statement (British Medical Association, 2024) [https://www.bma.org.uk/alcoholdrugsanddrivingstatement](https://www.bma.org.uk/alcoholdrugsanddrivingstatement)

Strengthening collaboration in the working group for Municipal Alcohol Policy for Youth in Sherbrooke (Harmonics, 2024) [https://ccnpps-nccpp.ca/docs/2024-Briefing-Note-Sherbrooke.pdf](https://ccnpps-nccpp.ca/docs/2024-Briefing-Note-Sherbrooke.pdf)


Handle with care: The need for responsible alcohol delivery (Harvey, 2024, Alcohol Change UK) [https://alcoholchange.org.uk/blog/handle-with-care-the-need-for-responsible-alcohol-delivery](https://alcoholchange.org.uk/blog/handle-with-care-the-need-for-responsible-alcohol-delivery)


Alcohol-related issues in Quebec’s municipal environments (Public Health Association of Quebec, 2023) [https://substanceuse.ca/sites/default/files/2023-12/2023_municipal-consultations-alcohol_EN_vf%20%281%29.pdf](https://substanceuse.ca/sites/default/files/2023-12/2023_municipal-consultations-alcohol_EN_vf%20%281%29.pdf)


Association canadienne de santé publique Énoncés de positions : Cadre pour une démarche de santé publique à l’égard de l’usage de substances (ACSP, 2024) [https://www.cpha.ca/fr/cadre-pour-une-demarche-de-sante-publique-legard-de-lusage-de-substances](https://www.cpha.ca/fr/cadre-pour-une-demarche-de-sante-publique-legard-de-lusage-de-substances)
A health promotion approach for reducing youth exposure to alcogenic environments (WHO, 2023)  
[https://iris.who.int/bitstream/handle/10665/367981/9789240073296-eng.pdf](https://iris.who.int/bitstream/handle/10665/367981/9789240073296-eng.pdf)

Outils pour répondre aux défis de l'alcool (Association pour la santé publique du Québec, 2023)  
[https://www.aspq.org/outils-pour-repondre-aux-defis-de-lalcool/](https://www.aspq.org/outils-pour-repondre-aux-defis-de-lalcool/)

5 fondements pour soutenir nos efforts collectifs de communication sur l'alcool (Association pour la santé publique du Québec, 2023)  

Public opinion on alcohol in Australia: Knowledge, attitudes, and support for change (Alcohol Change Australia, 2023)  

Read Canadian Drugs and Substances Strategy: Overview (Government of Canada, 2023)

Read Launch of the WHO -European Union Evidence into Action Alcohol Project: meeting report, Copenhagen, Denmark, 6 December 2022 (WHO, 2023)

Read Briefing: Addressing the leading risk factors for ill health – a framework for local government action (McKeogh et al., 2023, The Health Foundation)

Read Holding us back: tobacco, alcohol and unhealthy food and drink (Jawad and Reed, 2023, Action on Smoking and Health)

Read Policy briefing: alcohol (Public Health Scotland, 2023)

Read Alcohol Policy Package (Ontario Public Health Association, 2023)

Read Policy Position: Alcohol (The Association of Directors of Public Health [UK], 2023)

Read A sobering thought: The scale of alcohol harm and what we can do about it (2023, Turning Point)

Read Regional alcohol-related harm: County level factsheet (Doyle, 2023, Health Research Board [Ireland])

Read Carrots and sticks: Can governments do without public health regulation? (Social Market Foundation, 2023)

Read Institute of Alcohol Studies Strategy 2023-26 (IAS, 2023)

Read Police led alcohol intervention checklist and toolkit (accessible). Alcohol Change UK (July 2023)

Read Reducing alcohol consumption, the Nordic way: alcohol monopolies, marketing bans and higher taxation (WHO, 2023)

Read Alcohol control policies for everyone? (IAS, 2023)

Infographic Alcohol availability in Ontario (EENet/CAMH, 2023)

Read The Oslo Declaration: Towards reducing alcohol harms: An expression of unity and resolve to curb alcohol harm. 9th European Alcohol Policy Conference Statement (2022)

Read With evidence on alcohol policies being stronger than ever, now is the time for governments to act (IAS, 2022)

Read WHO/Europe launches EVID-ACTION to bring evidence to action to reduce alcohol consumption and harms (WHO, 2022)

Read A public health perspective on alcohol establishments: licensing, density and locations (WHO, 2022)

Read Implementing Community-level Policies to Prevent Alcohol Misuse (SAMHSA, 2022)

Read Building Municipal Alcohol Policy (Alberta Health Services, 2022)

Read Licensing and alcohol impacts on residential neighbourhoods (Health New Zealand, 2022)


Read Finnish alcohol policy at the crossroads: The health, safety and economic consequences of alternative systems to manage the retail sale of alcohol (Stockwell et al., 2019)

Read At a glance: the eight steps to developing a healthy public policy (Public Health Ontario, 2013)
Blogs, podcasts and videos
The legal framework for the production of alcohol for personal use within the European Union. (PopNad, 2024)
Read The rules that govern the rules: why meta-regulation matters for public health (IAS, 2023)
Read Blog: Harm reduction in Canada versus the UK: one researcher’s takeaways from visiting British Columbia (Carver, 2023, Society for the Study of Addiction)
Read Blog: Alcohol availability and accessibility around schools in Ireland (Doyle, 2023, Institute of Alcohol Studies)
Blog Isolating and Examining Off-Trade Availability and Violence (Lightowlers and Bryant, 2023, IAS)
Watch Off-trade alcohol availability & violence: the impact of on-trade closures (Institute of Alcohol Studies, 2023)

Pricing and taxation
Journal Articles
How can agent-based modelling provide new insights into the impact of minimum unit pricing in Scotland? (Boyd et al., 2024, Drug and Alcohol Review) https://doi.org/10.1111/dar.13880
The early impact of the UK's new alcohol taxation system on product strength and price: an exploratory comparative descriptive study (Burton et al., 2024, Public Health) https://doi.org/10.1016/j.puhe.2024.04.005
The relationship between the price and demand of alcohol, tobacco, unhealthy food, sugar-sweetened beverages, and gambling: an umbrella review of systematic reviews (Burton et al., 2024, BMC Public Health) https://link.springer.com/article/10.1186/s12889-024-18599-3 Evaluating the impact of minimum unit pricing (MUP) on alcohol sales after 3 years of implementation in Scotland: A controlled interrupted time-series study (Giles et al., 2024, Addiction) https://doi.org/10.1111/add.16492
Recent estimates of alcohol specific deaths support alcohol minimum unit pricing (Wyper et al., 2024, BMJ) https://doi.org/10.1136/bmj.q765
Tying health taxes to health promotion is popular and effective in Thailand (Tangcharoensathien et al., 2024, BMJ Opinion) https://www.bmj.com/content/385/bmj.q540
Minimum unit pricing for alcohol saves lives, so why is it not implemented more widely? (Anderson et al., 2024, BMJ) https://www.bmj.com/content/384/bmj-2023-077550
Read Assessing the early influence of COVID-19 in an analysis of the immediate implementation of Minimum Pricing for Alcohol on drinkers in Wales (Holloway et al., 2023, Nordic Studies on Alcohol and Drugs)
Read COVID-19 and commerce complicate minimum unit pricing effects on health [Correspondence] (Hsu et al., 2023, The Lancet)
Read Alcohol Taxes Are a Public Health Win-Win (Drope and Perl, 2023, Global Health Now)
Read New modelling of alcohol pricing policies, alcohol consumption and harm in Scotland. An adaptation of the Sheffield Tobacco and Alcohol Policy Model. Final Report (Angus et al., 2023, University of Sheffield)
Read The Impact of Minimum Unit Price on Police-Recorded Alcohol-Related Assault Rates in the Northern Territory, Australia (Miller et al., 2023, JSAD)
Read Analysis of changes in alcohol prices, taxation and affordability in the Republic of Ireland (Angus et al., 2023, University of Sheffield)
Read Views on minimum unit pricing for alcohol before its introduction among people with alcohol dependence in Scotland: A qualitative interview study (Hughes et al., 2023, Drug and Alcohol Review)
Read Evaluating the effects of minimum unit pricing in Scotland on the prevalence of harmful drinking: a controlled interrupted time series analysis (Stevely et al., 2023, Public Health)
Read The impact of alcohol minimum unit pricing on people with experience of homelessness: Qualitative study (Emslie et al., 2023, International Journal of Drug Policy)
Read Estimating the impact of the minimum alcohol price on consumers’ alcohol expenditure in the Northern Territory, Australia (Taylor et al, 2023, Australian and New Zealand Journal of Public Health)
Read Outcomes of minimum unit pricing for alcohol in Scotland (The Lancet Gastroenterology & Hepatology, 2023)
Read Three years of minimum unit pricing in the Northern Territory, what does the evidence say? (Taylor, 2023, Drug and Alcohol Review)
Read Evaluating the impact of alcohol minimum unit pricing on deaths and hospitalisations in Scotland: a controlled interrupted time series study (Wyper et al., 2023, Lancet)
Read Impact of minimum unit pricing on alcohol-related hospital outcomes: systematic review (Maharaj, T et al., 2023, BMJ Open)
Read Comparing taxes on alcoholic beverages in the Region of the Americas (Roche et al., 2023, Addiction)
Read The impact of alcohol taxation increase on all-cause mortality inequalities in Lithuania: an interrupted time series analysis (Manthey et al., 2023, BMC Medicine)
Read Minimum unit alcohol pricing in Scotland: Is England next? (Graham, 2023, BMJ)
Read Effectiveness of subnational implementation of minimum unit price for alcohol: policy appraisal modelling for local authorities in England (Brennan et al. 2022, Addiction)
Read Alcohol minimum unit pricing and people experiencing homelessness: A qualitative study of stakeholders' perspectives and experiences (Dimova et al., 2022, Drug and Alcohol Review)

Reports, guidance and fact sheets
Estimating revenues from a proposed levy on non-domestic rates for alcohol retailers in Scotland (2024, Fraser of Allander Institute, University of Strathclyde)
They are effective! Evidence and myths about alcohol taxes (Paraje, 2023, IAS) https://www.ias.org.uk/2024/01/03/they-are-effective-evidence-and-myths-about-alcohol-taxes/
WHO calls on countries to increase taxes on alcohol and sugary sweetened beverages (WHO, 2023) https://www.who.int/news/item/05-12-2023-who-calls-on-countries-to-increase-taxes-on-alcohol-and-sugary-sweetened-beverages


Read Briefing on alcohol duty and alcohol harm (SHAAP, 2023)
Read No place for cheap alcohol: Scotland’s minimum unit pricing policy is protecting lives (WHO, 2023)
Read Minimum Unit Pricing (MUP): The Story So Far (Alcohol Focus Scotland, 2023)
Read Evaluating the impact of minimum unit pricing for alcohol in Scotland: A synthesis of the evidence (Public Health Scotland, 2023)
Read 24-month Review of the Introduction of Minimum Pricing for Alcohol in Wales (Livingston et al., 2023, Welsh Government)
Read Evaluating the impact of Minimum Unit Pricing (MUP) on sales-based alcohol consumption in Scotland at three years post-implementation (Public Health Scotland, 2022)
Read Evaluating the impact of MUP on alcohol products and prices 2022 (Public Health Scotland, 2022)
Read Wales' drinking habits: how much has changed since minimum pricing for alcohol? (Welsh Parliament, 2022)
Read Briefing: MUP and Drug Use (Alcohol Focus Scotland, 2022)
Read No place for cheap alcohol: the potential value of minimum pricing for protecting lives (WHO, 2022)
Read Everything you wanted to know about minimum pricing in one place (AHA, 2022)
Read Minimum Unit Pricing and harmful drinking: Mixed findings should not override the bigger picture (AHA, 2022)
Read New WHO signature initiative shows raising alcohol taxes could save 130,000 lives per year (WHO, 2022)

Lire Un prix minimum par verre d’alcool standard pour le Québec : estimation de l’impact sur les décès et les hospitalisations (INSPQ, 2020)

Blogs, podcasts and videos
Can we increase government revenue by raising alcohol taxes? (Manthey et al., 2024, IAS) https://www.ias.org.uk/2024/03/26/can-we-increase-government-revenue-by-raising-alcohol-taxes/

Will increasing Scotland’s Minimum Unit Pricing ‘punish’ those on low incomes? (Angus, 2024, IAS) https://www.ias.org.uk/2024/03/22/will-increasing-scotlands-minimum-unit-pricing-punish-those-on-low-incomes/

Minimum Unit Pricing In Scotland: Explained (SHAAP, 2024) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j8J01jx_KWA

Why do countries with high alcohol taxes still have high rates of alcohol harm? (Roberts and Holmes, 2024, IAS) https://www.ias.org.uk/2024/03/04/why-do-countries-with-high-alcohol-taxes-still-have-high-rates-of-alcohol-harm/


Watch The Price of Alcohol: Explained (Institute of Alcohol Studies, 2023)

Watch Evaluating the impact of minimum unit pricing (MUP) for alcohol in Scotland (Public Health Scotland, 2023)

Blog: Eyes wide open: The cost of alcohol (Piper, 2023, Alcohol Change UK)

Blog Can alcohol duties be used to reduce the rate of violence injury? (Matthews, 2023, IAS)
Blog The complex reality of minimum unit pricing in Wales (Misell, 2023, IAS)
Blog Studies around the world collectively find that Minimum Unit Pricing would reduce alcohol-related hospital burden. IAS
Blog Alcohol duty explained: Cuts, inflation, and public health [UK] (Colin Angus, AHA, 2022)
Blog Minimum pricing – what can we say so far? (Wulf Livingston, Alcohol Change UK, 2022)

Labelling

Presentations
Watch Alcohol, Health Warnings in Yukon and Canadian Law (Professor Robert Solomon, 2019)
Alcohol Policy 20 Presentations on topic of alcohol labelling (2024) https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/171nYVNtoRP-lgkhe7oOYbniA_0o1pQ

Journal Articles
Restricting the content of alcohol advertising and including text health warnings: A between-group online experiment with a non-probability adult sample in the United Kingdom (Critchlow et al., 2024, Alcohol Clinical and Experimental Research) https://doi.org/10.1111/acer.15327
Uptake of mandated pregnancy warnings in the Australian alcoholic ready-to-drink beverage market (Sträuli et al., 2023, Drug and Alcohol Review) https://doi.org/10.1111/dar.13758
A systematic review on the impact of alcohol warning labels (Joyce et al., 2023, Journal of Addictive Diseases) https://doi.org/10.1080/1050887.2023.2210020
Can a health warning label diminish the persuasive effects of health-oriented nutrition advertising on ready-to-drink alcohol product packaging? A randomized experiment (Hobin et al., 2024, Addiction) https://doi.org/10.1111/add.16475
The absence of mandatory pregnancy warning labels in online alcohol purchasing contexts (Pettigrew et al., 2024, Drug and Alcohol Review) https://doi.org/10.1111/dar.13836
Read The effectiveness of alcohol label information for increasing knowledge and awareness: a rapid evidence review (Edmunds et al., 2023, BMC Public Health)
Read Why Canadians deserve to have mandated health and standard drink information labels on alcohol containers (Giesbrecht et al., 2023, Canadian Journal of Public Health)
Read Exploring correlates of support for restricting breast cancer awareness marketing on alcohol containers among women (Greene et al., 2023, International Journal of Drug Policy)
Read Distilling the message: Irish plans for alcohol warning labels (Editorial, 2023, The Lancet)
Read Enhanced Alcohol Container Labels: A Systematic Review (Canadian Centre on Substance Use and Addiction, 2022)
Read Designing Effective Alcohol Warnings: Consumer Reactions to Icons and Health Topics (Grummon et al., 2022, American Journal of Preventive Medicine)
Read Awareness of Alcohol and Cancer Risk and the California Proposition 65 Warning Sign Updates: A Natural Experiment (Budenz et al., 2022, IJERPH)
Calling time on responsible drinking: A qualitative study of perceptions of information on alcohol product labels (Davies et al., 2022, Br. J. Health Psychol.)

Alcohol Health Warning Labels: A Rapid Review with Action Recommendations (Giesbrecht, 2022, IJERPH)

Updated Health Warnings for Alcohol — Informing Consumers and Reducing Harm (Grummon & Hall, 2022, New England Journal of Medicine)

The role of alcohol packaging as a health communications tool: An online cross-sectional survey and experiment with young adult drinkers in the UK (Jones et al., 2022, Drug and Alcohol Review)

Influencing and implementing mandatory alcohol pregnancy warning labels in Australia and New Zealand. (Heenan et al., 2022, Health Promotion International)

“Industry influence over global alcohol policies via the World Trade Organization: a qualitative analysis of discussions on alcohol health warning labelling” (Barlow et al., 2022, The Lancet Global Health)

‘It's somewhere here, isn't it'? The provision of information and health warnings for alcoholic beverages sold online in New Zealand and the United Kingdom (Shen et al., 2022, Drug and Alcohol Review)

Liver Transplant Recipients Speak Out on Public Awareness and Education Surrounding Alcohol-Related Health Effects: A Survey Study (Jiang et al., 2022, Cureus)

Communicating risks to drinkers: testing alcohol labels with a cancer warning and national drinking guidelines in Canada (Hobin et al., 2020)

Cancer Warning Labels on Alcohol Containers: A Consumer’s Right to Know, a Government’s Responsibility to Inform, and an Industry’s Power to Thwart (Stockwell et al., 2020, Journal of Studies on Alcohol and Drugs)

The arrogance of power: Alcohol industry interference with warning label research (Babor, 2020, JSAD)

Examining the impact of alcohol labels on awareness and knowledge of national drinking guidelines: A real-world study in Yukon, Canada (Hobin et al., 2020, JSAD)

Testing alcohol labels as a tool to communicate cancer risk to drinkers: a real-world quasi-experimental study (2020) (Hobin et al., 2020, JSAD)

Effects of strengthening alcohol labels on attention, message processing, and perceived effectiveness: A quasi-experimental study in Yukon, Canada (Hobin et al., 2020, Intl J Drug Policy)

Use as directed: do standard drink labels on alcohol containers help consumers drink (ir)responsibly? Real-world evidence from a quasi-experimental study in Yukon, Canada, (Schoueri-Mychasiw et al., 2020, DAR)

Baseline assessment of alcohol-related knowledge of and support for alcohol warning labels among alcohol consumers in northern Canada and associations with key sociodemographic characteristics (Vallance et al., 2020, JSAD)

News media and the influence of the alcohol industry: An analysis of media coverage of alcohol warning labels with a cancer message in Canada and Ireland (Vallance et al., 2020, JSAD)

Testing the Effectiveness of Enhanced Alcohol Warning Labels and Modifications Resulting From Alcohol Industry Interference in Yukon, Canada: Protocol for a Quasi-Experimental Study (Vallance et al., 2020, JSAD)

Improving Knowledge That Alcohol Can Cause Cancer Is Associated with Consumer Support for Alcohol Policies: Findings from a Real-World Alcohol Labelling Study (Weerasinghe et al., 2020, Env Res and Public Health)

The effects of alcohol warning labels on population alcohol consumption: An interrupted time series analysis of alcohol sales in Yukon, Canada (Zhao et al., 2020, JSAD)

The Efficacy of Warning Labels on Alcohol Containers for Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder Prevention (Morrison et al., 2019, CanFASD)

Testing the Efficacy of Alcohol Labels with Standard Drink Information and National Drinking Guidelines on Consumers’ Ability to Estimate Alcohol Consumption, (Hobin et al., 2017, Alcohol and Alcoholism)
"We Have a Right to Know": Exploring Consumer Opinions on Content, Design and Acceptability of Enhanced Alcohol Labels, (Vallance et al., 2017, Alcohol and Alcoholism)

**Reports, guidance and fact sheets**
Chile’s New Alcohol Labeling Law in Force on July 7 (GAIN, April 2024)

**Blogs, podcasts and videos**
Alcohol labelling must be part of a ‘manifesto for cancer prevention’ (CancerWatch, 2024, IAS) https://www.ias.org.uk/2024/06/25/alcohol-labelling-must-be-part-of-a-manifesto-for-cancer-prevention/
Watch Mandatory Alcohol Labelling: A long fought battle. Now what’s next? (FASD Hub Australia, 2023)

**Websites**
Explore Northern Territories Alcohol Labels Study (Yukon study)
Read Mandated alcohol warning labels in Australia and New Zealand, Food Standards ANZ, 2020

Read Evidence-based Recommendations for Labelling of Alcohol Products in Canada (CAPE, 2022)
Read Special Feature: Alcohol Warning Labelling, How it works and why it’s needed (Movendi, 2022)
Read Think Before You Drink: How can we improve alcohol health warning labels? (IAS, 2022)
Read Alcohol that is ‘better for you’? Room for improvement in labelling of alcohol products (IAS, 2022)
Blog ‘Pregnant women in my life are being sold products that cause harm’: Waiting for visible health warnings on alcohol products (FARE, 2022)
Read Contents unknown: How alcohol labelling still fails consumers (AHA, 2022)
Read Alcohol Labelling fact sheet (AHA, 2022)
Read What can the UK learn from Australia and New Zealand’s fight for mandatory alcohol warning labels? (IAS, 2022)
Read Health warning labels on alcoholic beverages: opportunities for informed and healthier choices (WHO, 2022)
Read How the alcohol industry fought against pregnancy warning labels in France. A press coverage analysis spanning 20 years. (Frontiers, 2022)
Lire L’efficacité des mises en garde sur les contenants de boissons sucrées en promotion de la saine alimentation (INSPQ, 2018)
Marketing & health messaging

Presentations
Watch Alcohol marketing to LGBTQ+ people (2023, SHAAP)
Watch Regulating cross-border marketing of alcohol (WHO, 2022)
Watch Digital alcohol marketing. Nicholas Cara, GAPA Conference (2020)

Journal Articles
Through the looking glass: An alcohol advertisement every 3 minutes (Rutherford et al., 2024, Drug and Alcohol Review)
#Bartender: portrayals of popular alcohol influencer’s videos on TikTok© (Guégan, 2024, BMC Public Health)
https://bmcpublichealth.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12889-024-18571-1
The impacts of alcohol marketing and advertising, and the alcohol industry’s views on marketing regulations: Systematic reviews of systematic reviews (Giesbrecht et al., 2024, Drug and Alcohol Review) https://doi.org/10.1111/dar.13881
Shorter communications: Exploring the impact of a brief smartphone-based alcohol intervention app (DrinksRation) on the quality of life of UK military veterans (Trompeter et al., 2024, Behaviour Research and Therapy) https://doi.org/10.1016/j.brat.2024.104540
Support for a browser plug-in blocking online alcohol imagery among Australian participants: A qualitative interview study (Patsouras, 2024, Health Promotion Journal of Australia) https://doi.org/10.1002/hpja.863
Alibi marketing? Surrogate marketing? Brand sharing? What is the correct terminology to discuss marketing for alcohol-free and low-alcohol products which share branding with regular strength alcohol products? (Critchlow et al., 2024, Addiction) https://doi.org/10.1111/add.16504
How frequently is alcohol advertised on television in Canada?: A cross-sectional study (Pauzé et al., 2024, Alcohol and Alcoholism)
https://academic.oup.com/alcalc/article/59/3/agae020/7639593
A social media intervention for high-intensity drinking among emerging adults: a pilot randomized controlled trial (Bonar et al., 2024, Alcohol and Alcoholism)
https://academic.oup.com/alcalc/article/59/2/agae005/7606439
Qualitative analysis of UK women’s attitudes to calorie-based alcohol marketing and alcohol calorie labelling (Atkinson et al., 2024, Health Promotional International) https://academic.oup.com/heapro/article/39/1/daae006/7612093
Commentary on Manthey et al.: No more missed opportunities—We need to address the absence of robust and comprehensive evaluations about the real-world impact of statutory restrictions on alcohol marketing (Critchlow, 2024, Addiction) https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/add.16471
Misleading conclusion from limited research approach: Comment on Manthey et al. ‘Restricting alcohol marketing to reduce alcohol consumption: A systematic review of the empirical evidence for one of the “best buys”’ (Casswell, 2024, Addiction)
Restricting alcohol marketing to reduce alcohol consumption: A systematic review of the empirical evidence for one of the ‘best buys’ (Manthey et al., 2023, Addiction) [https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/add.16411]

Special Section: How is substance use portrayed in digital media and what impacts can it have? (Riordan et al., 2024, Drug and Alcohol Review) [https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/toc/14653362/2024/43/1]

Impact on wine sales of removing the largest serving size by the glass: An A-B-A reversal trial in 21 pubs, bars, and restaurants in England (Mantzari et al., 2024, PLOS Medicine) [https://journals.plos.org/plosmedicine/article?id=10.1371/journal.pmed.1004313]

The relationship between time spent on social media and adolescent alcohol use: a longitudinal analysis of the UK Millennium Cohort Study (Purba et al., 2023, European Journal of Public Health) [https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/37699850/]


How effective are health messages/warnings in improving knowledge and awareness of alcohol-related harm? The Slovenian case on using a mobile app (Krnel et al., 2023, BMC Public Health) [https://bmcpublichealth.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12889-023-17353-5]

Support for policies restricting alcohol exposure in films: Does feeding back the amount of alcohol in films increase support? (Patsouras et al., 2023, Drug and Alcohol Review)

The potential adverse effects of minors' exposure to alcohol-related stimuli via licenced venues: A narrative review (Booth et al., 2023, Drug and Alcohol Review)

Falling through the cracks: How do policies for alcohol marketing apply to zero alcohol products in Australia? (Bury et al., 2023, Drug and Alcohol Review)

Should alcohol marketing be restricted? Scotland should follow other European countries in banning alcohol sports advertising (MacGilchrist, 2023, Journal of the Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh)

The Women’s Soccer World Cup Final 2023: gender equity and alcohol promotion (Houghton et al., 2023, Journal of the Royal Society of Medicine)

Assessing the impact of providing digital product information on the health risks of alcoholic beverages to the consumer at point of sale: A pilot study (Rehm et al., 2023, Drug and Alcohol Review)

Characterizing Twitter chatter about temporary alcohol abstinence during “Dry January” (Russell et al., 2023, Alcohol and Alcoholism)

Can counter-advertising dilute marketing effects of alcohol sponsorship of elite sport: A field experiment (Dixon et al., 2023, Addiction)

Zero alcohol doesn’t mean zero risk – how marketing and blurred lines can be drinking triggers (Arunogiri and Hew, 2023, The Conversation)

Digital tools and apps to reduce alcohol use (Boniface, 2023, BMJ editorial)

“Less is better” is the best message when talking to patients about alcohol (Rani and Laupacis, 2023, Canadian Medical Association Journal)

New perspectives on how to formulate alcohol drinking guidelines (Shield et al., 2023, Addiction)

The promise of zero-shot learning for alcohol image detection: comparison with a task-specific deep learning algorithm (Bonela et al., 2023, Scientific Reports)

Dealing with Alcohol-Related Posts on Social Media: Using a Mixed-Method Approach to Understand Young Peoples’ Problem Awareness and Evaluations of Intervention Ideas (Hendriks et al., 2023, IJERPH)

Can counter-advertising exposing alcohol sponsorship and harms influence sport spectators’ support for alcohol policies? An experimental study (Scully et al., 2023, BMC Public Health)

Alcohol advertising on social media platforms – A 1-year snapshot (Foundation for Alcohol Research and Education, 2023)

Alcohol branding during rugby union matches in Ireland after commencement of Sect. 15 from the Public Health (Alcohol) Act: a frequency analysis of highlights from the European Rugby Champions Cup and Six Nations Championship (Critchlow and Purves, 2023, Irish Journal of Medical Science)

www.alcoholpolicy.cisur.ca
Evaluating and responding to the public health impact of no and low alcohol drinks: A multi-method study of a complex intervention in a complex system (University of Sheffield, 2023)

#Cheers: An Examination of User-Generated Alcohol Advertising on Instagram (Thompson et al., 2023, Substance Use & Misuse)


The Health Halo Effect of 'Low Sugar' and Related Claims on Alcoholic Drinks: An Online Experiment With Young Women (Cao et al., 2022, SSRN)

Health-Oriented Marketing on Alcoholic Drinks: An Online Audit and Comparison of Nutrition Content of Australian Products (Haynes et al., 2022, JSAD)

Which drinkers have changed their alcohol consumption due to energy content concerns? An Australian survey. (Bowden et al., 2022, BMC Public Health)

Alcohol Packaging As a Promotional Tool: A Focus Group Study With Young Adult Drinkers in Scotland, (Jones et al., 2022, JSAD)

The association between social network members sharing alcohol-related social media content and alcohol outcomes among college student drinkers (Strowger et al., 2022, ACER)


Alcool au féminin: Rapport sur les enjeux liés à la consommation d'alcool chez les Québécoises (Association pour la santé publique du Québec, 2024) https://aspq.org/alcool-au-feminin/ (French only)

Santé globale | Overall Health: https://aspq.org/app/uploads/2024/04/1pager_sante-ang.pdf ;


Drinking alcohol in a care home A guide for care home residents and the general public (University of Bedfordshire, 2024) https://www.beds.ac.uk/media/5c0leero/care-home-guide-residents-final.pdf


Alcohol alternatives – new rules and guidance (Advertising Standards Authority Committee of Advertising Practice, 2023)

Research Viewpoint: Mandating health and standard drink information labels on alcohol containers in Canada (EEnet, 2023)
Read A public health perspective on zero- and low-alcohol beverages (WHO, 2023)
Read Reporting about alcohol: a guide for journalists (WHO, 2023)
Read Digital support tool helps people reduce their drinking (IAS, 2022)
Read Do the size of servings, glasses and bottles influence how much people drink? (IAS, 2022)
Read The slow creep of ‘alibi’ marketing: Is alcohol brand promotion circumventing the law? (Alcohol Action Ireland, 2022)
Read Realising our rights: How to protect people from alcohol marketing (Alcohol Focus Scotland, 2022)
Read Understanding the digital media ecosystem: how the evolution of the digital marketing ecosystem impacts tobacco, alcohol and unhealthy food marketing (WHO, 2022)
Read Reducing the harm from alcohol: by regulating cross-border alcohol marketing, advertising, and promotion (WHO, 2022)

Blogs, podcasts and videos

England’s absurd beer ad brings home need for regulation (Phil Cain, 2024) https://www.philcain.com/englands-absurd-beer-ad-brings-home-need-for-regulation/
Children can’t legally buy alcohol, but companies can still bombard them with marketing (Giorgi, 2024, Women’s Agenda) https://womensagenda.com.au/latest/children-cant-legally-buy-alcohol-but-companies-can-still-bombard-them-with-marketing/
Webinar recording: How alcohol marketing regulations can protect people from harm (Alcohol Health Alliance, 2024) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J3TKtvqWBeM
No- and low-alcohol drinks: Potential and pitfalls for public health (Fitzgerald and Holmes, 2024, SHAAP) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nh8ASTnmFzc
Alcohol Marketing: Explained (Institute of Alcohol Studies, 2024) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cZ1FgxRxTNE
Mistletoe and Wine: Alcohol advertising at Christmas time (Barker et al., 2023, IAS) https://www.ias.org.uk/2023/12/05/mistletoe-and-wine-alcohol-advertising-at-christmas-time/
Read Rainbows in June: Selling alcohol to LGBTQ+ people (Whiteley, 2023, Institute of Alcohol Studies)
Watch See What I See (Injury Free Nova Scotia, 2023)
Blog Keeping up with Alcohol Brand Promotion: How ‘The Kardashians’ use reality TV to promote their alcohol business interests (Barker, 2023, IAS)
Watch Gendered alcohol brand marketing in a changing world (Atkinson, 2023, SHAAP)
Watch Alcohol marketing to Sexual and Gender Minorities [webinar recording] (IAS, 2023)
Read No escape: How alcohol advertising preys on children and vulnerable people. (AHA, 2023)
Podcast "Let’s talk cancer": Tobacco and alcohol – manipulative marketing and how to counter it (UICC, 2023)
Blog 'It’s everywhere': Considering the impact of alcohol marketing on people with problematic alcohol use. IAS
Blog The problem with drinking responsibly (AHA, 2021)

Industry activities

Books
Read The Commercial Determinants of Health (Maani, Petticrew and Galea, 2023, Oxford University Press)
Book Drinking Up the Revolution: How to Smash Big Alcohol and Reclaim Working-Class Joy (James Wilt, 2022)

Presentations
Watch How do we turn down the flow of the alcohol tap? (WHO, 2022)
Watch Corporate Political Activity of the Alcohol and Gambling Industries (IAS, 2022)
Watch Report launch: Alcohol sponsorship of football: Examining the nature of sponsorship relations for professional football teams across countries with varied restrictions on alcohol marketing (SHAAP/University of Stirling, 2022)

Journal Articles
Big alcohol: Universities and schools urged to throw out industry-funded public health advice (Davies and Boytchev, 2024, BMJ Feature)
http://dx.doi.org/10.1136/bmj.q851
Commercially driven efforts to frame alcohol harms have no place in UK health policy development (Maani et al., 2024, BMJ Opinion)
https://doi.org/10.1136/bmj.q800
Under the influence: system-level effects of alcohol industry-funded health information organizations (Maani et al., 2023, Health Promotion International) https://academic.oup.com/heapro/article/38/6/daad167/7473418
Read Apologising for the alcohol industry? A response to ISFAR's defence of alcohol's purported health benefits (Stockwell et al., 2023, JSAD)
Read Unpacking assertions made by the alcohol industry and how they make them: An analysis of submissions into Australia's National Alcohol Strategy (Miller et al., 2023, Drugs and Alcohol Review)
Read Big Alcohol Meets Big Science at NIAAA: What Could Go Wrong? (Babor, 2023, Journal of Studies on Alcohol and Drugs)
Read Interactions Between the U.S. National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism and the Alcohol Industry: Evidence From Email Correspondence 2013–2020 (Mitchell and McCambridge, 2023, Journal of Studies on Alcohol and Drugs)
Denormalising alcohol industry activities in schools (van Schalkwyk et al., 2023, Lancet)

How do we deal with a problem like the alcohol industry? Four lessons on how to protect science based on recent study (Mitchell and McCambridge, 2022, JSAD)

Distilling the curriculum: An analysis of alcohol industry-funded school-based youth education programmes (van Schalkwyk et al., 2022, PLOS ONE)

Manufacturing doubt: Assessing the effects of independent vs industry-sponsored messaging about the harms of fossil fuels, smoking, alcohol, and sugar sweetened beverages (Maani et al., 2022, SSM Pop Health)

Understanding the Political Organization and Tactics of the Alcohol Industry in Ireland 2009–2018 (Lesch and McCambridge, 2022, JSAD)

Alcohol Industry Interference to Avoid Regulation of Availability: A Case in Brazil (Pinsky et al., 2022, JSAD)

“Using information to shape perception”: tobacco industry documents study of the evolution of Corporate Affairs in the Miller Brewing Company (McCambridge et al., 2022, Journal of Globalization and Health)

The public health playbook: ideas for challenging the corporate playbook (Lacy-Nichols et al., 2022, Lancet Global Health)

The Origins and Purposes of Alcohol Industry Social Aspects Organizations: Insights From the Tobacco Industry Documents (McCambridge et al., 2021, JSAD)

Corporate ventriloquism undermines action on alcohol harms, (van Schalkwyk et al., 2021, BMJ)

The disinformation playbook: how industry manipulates the science-policy process—and how to restore scientific integrity (Reed et al., 2021, Journal of Public Health Policy)

Dark Nudges and Sludge in Big Alcohol: Behavioral Economics, Cognitive Biases, and Alcohol Industry Corporate Social Responsibility (Petticrew et al., 2020, Milbank Q)

Pregnancy, Fertility, Breastfeeding, and Alcohol Consumption: An Analysis of Framing and Completeness of Information Disseminated by Alcohol Industry–Funded Organizations (Lim et al., 2019, JSAD)

How alcohol industry organisations mislead the public about alcohol and cancer (Petticrew et al., 2017, Drug Alc Rev.)

Reports, guidance and fact sheets


Blurring boundaries of expert knowledge and stakeholder agenda – News media as a knowledge broker in the Finnish alcohol policy debate (Seuri et al., 2023, SSM - Qualitative Research in Health)

How Big Alcohol Tried to Stop Ireland’s Alcohol Warning Label Through the European Commission (Movendi, 2023)

Alcohol Everywhere (Alcohol Action Group, 2022)

Corporate Political Activity of the Alcohol and Gambling Industries: Thematic analysis of industry responses to government consultations (IAS, 2022)

Uncorking Big Alcohol in the EU: A mapping of the European alcohol industry and its lobbying efforts against public health in the EU institutions (Movendi, 2022)

Alcohol sponsorship of football: Examining the nature of sponsorship relations for professional football teams across countries with varied restrictions on alcohol marketing’ (SHAAP/University of Stirling, 2022)

What do we know about the alcohol industry’s engagement with youth alcohol education? (IAS, 2022)

‘Let’s get Mortal!’ Alcohol content in reality TV programmes over a 1-year period and youth exposure (IAS, 2022)
Read The case for repoliticising alcohol use and harms (IAS, 2022)
Read The seven key messages of the alcohol industry (EUCAM, 2021)

Blogs, podcasts and videos
Confronting Big Alcohol's Sponsorship of Pride Parades (Turconi, 2024, Think Global Health) https://www.thinkglobalhealth.org/article/confronting-big-alcohols-sponsorship-pride-parades
Why alcohol industry partnerships with civil society and governments are problematic for public health (Madden et al., 2024, IAS) https://www.ias.org.uk/2024/02/27/why-alcohol-industry-partnerships-with-civil-society-and-governments-are-problematic-for-public-health/
Master manipulators: we need to learn from alcohol industry conduct (2024, SHAAP) https://www.shaap.org.uk/blog/421-master-manipulators-we-need-to-learn-from-alcohol-industry-conduct.html
Ireland’s reputation on alcohol policy under threat (Gilheany, 2024, IAS) https://www.ias.org.uk/2024/02/20/irelands-reputation-on-alcohol-policy-under-threat/
Read Blog: There’s no such thing as ‘good quality’ alcohol (Roberts, 2023, Institute of Alcohol Studies)
Watch Big Alcohol Explained (IAS, 2023)
Blog A flexible playbook: what unites corporate political strategies of alcohol and other health-harming industries? (Ulucanlar et al., 2023, IAS)
Blog Why are particular alcohol policies adopted in some contexts and not others, and what is the role of the alcohol industry in these developments? (Institute of Alcohol Studies, 2023)
Blog Leading alcohol research funder’s relationship with the alcohol industry: time for change? (IAS, 2023)
Blog Framing of harms and solutions at industry-funded alcohol and gambling conferences (IAS, 2023)
Blog How the alcohol and gambling industries frame harm in the same way (IAS, 2022)
Blog Ethics and alcohol policy – a key informant interview study in Australia (SHAAP, 2022)
Big Alcohol v Pregnant Mums, (Australian Democracy Network, 2021)

Health, disease & cancer risks

Presentations
Watch Alcohol and Cancer series: How can we ensure effective policies? (UICC, 2022)

Journal Articles
Excessive Alcohol Use and Alcohol Use Disorders: A Policy Brief of the American College of Physicians (Crowley et al., 2024, Annals of Internal Medicine) https://doi.org/10.7326/M23-3434
Demographic disparities in the limited awareness of alcohol use as a breast cancer risk factor: empirical findings from a cross-sectional study of U.S. women (Swahn et al., 2024, BMC Public Health) [https://bmcpublichealth.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12889-024-18565-z](https://bmcpublichealth.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12889-024-18565-z)

Socioeconomic position indicators and risk of alcohol-related medical conditions: A national cohort study from Sweden (Edwards et al., 2024, PLOS Medicine) [https://journals.plos.org/plosmedicine/article?id=10.1371/journal.pmed.1004359](https://journals.plos.org/plosmedicine/article?id=10.1371/journal.pmed.1004359)

Awareness of the Link between Alcohol Consumption and Cancer across the World: A Review (Scheideler et al., 2018, Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev) [https://aacrjournals.org/cebp/article/27/4/71526/Awareness-of-the-Link-between-Alcohol-Consumption](https://aacrjournals.org/cebp/article/27/4/71526/Awareness-of-the-Link-between-Alcohol-Consumption)

How much do Europeans know about the link between alcohol use and cancer? Results from an online survey in 14 countries (Neufeld et al., 2024, BMC Research Notes) [https://bmcresnotes.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s13104-024-06707-w](https://bmcresnotes.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s13104-024-06707-w)


Alcohol Intake and Blood Pressure Levels: A Dose-Response Meta-Analysis of Nonexperimental Cohort Studies (Di Federico et al., 2023, Hypertension)

Alcohol consumption and risks of more than 200 diseases in Chinese men (Im et al., 2023, Nature Medicine)

The New Zealand drug harms ranking study: A multi-criteria decision analysis (Crossin et al., 2023, Journal of Psychopharmacology)

A systematic review of relative risks for the relationship between chronic alcohol use and the occurrence of disease (Levesque et al., 2023, Alcohol Clinical and Experimental Research)

The relationship between alcohol consumption and health: J-shaped or less is more? (Tsai et al., 2023, BMC Medicine)

Alcohol and cancer risk beliefs as correlates of alcohol consumption status (Rohde et al., 2023, American Journal of Preventive Medicine)

Trends in alcohol-specific deaths in the UK and industry responses (Maani et al., 2023, The Lancet)


Alcohol and Society 2023: Alcohol and blood pressure (Andreasson et al., 2023)

Reduction of Alcoholic Strength: Does It Matter for Public Health? (Rehm et al., 2023, Nutrients)

Burden of Health Conditions Attributable to Smoking and Alcohol by Public Health Unit in Ontario (Public Health Ontario, 2023)

Supportive alcohol policy as a key element of fetal alcohol spectrum disorder prevention (Wolfson & Poole, 2023, Women’s health)

Health and cancer risks associated with low levels of alcohol consumption (Anderson et al., 2023, Lancet)

Do Beliefs about alcohol cancer risk vary by alcoholic beverage type and heart disease risk beliefs? (Seidenberg et al., 2023, Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev)

Factors associated with public awareness of the relationship between alcohol use and breast cancer risk (Doyle et al., under review, BMC Public Health)

Alcohol use during pregnancy and motherhood: Attitudes and experiences of pregnant women, mothers, and healthcare professionals (Ujhelyi Gomez et al., 2022, PLOS One)

Covid-19 and alcohol associated liver disease (Deutsch-Link et al., 2022, Elsevier Public Health Emergency Collection)


Association Between Changes in Alcohol Consumption and Cancer Risk (Yoo et al., 2022, JAMA Network Open)

Alcohol and Cancer: A Statement of the American Society of Clinical Oncology (LoConte et al., 2017, Journal of Clinical Oncology)

Alcohol-Attributable Cancer Deaths and Years of Potential Life Lost in the United States (Nelson et al., 2013, Am J Public Health)

Causes of cancer in the world: comparative risk assessment of nine behavioural and environmental risk factors (Danaei et al., 2005, Lancet)
Reports, guidance and fact sheets

- Alcohol Raises Heart Disease Risk, Particularly Among Women (American College of Cardiology, 2024) [https://www.acc.org/About-ACC/Press-Releases/2024/03/28/11/58/alcohol-raises-heart-disease-risk-particularly-among-women]
- The Sick-Quitter Effect: Alcohol-related death has been underestimated over the past 30 years (2024, Cancer Council NSW and University of Sydney) [https://daffodilcentre.org/the-sick-quitter-effect-alcohol-related-death-has-been-underestimated-over-the-past-30-years/]
- Shouldn’t we know this already? The link between alcohol and breast cancer (2024, World Health Organization) [https://www.who.int/europe/news/item/07-03-2024-shouldn-t-we-know-this-already--the-link-between-alcohol-and-cancer]
- 7.3 Months Without Alcohol Lets Brains Repair Damage From Heavy Drinking, Study Finds (ScienceAlert, 2023, link to original study: [https://doi.org/10.1016/j.alcohol.2023.08.011])
- Alcohol-specific deaths 2022 (National Records of Scotland, 2023)
- Alcohol harms by local area [Scotland] (2023, Alcohol Focus Scotland)
- No level of alcohol consumption is safe for our health (WHO, 2023)
- Statement from the Council of Chief Medical Officers of Health (CCMOH) on Alcohol Consumption (Government of Canada, 2023)
- Canadian Partnership Against Cancer supports Canada’s updated Guidance on Alcohol and Health (2023)
- CanFASD welcomes updated guidance on alcohol use (January 2023)
- Alcohol and breast cancer (Alcohol and Drug Foundation Australia, 2022)
- Alcohol and Cancer Risks: A Guide for Health Professionals (SHAAP, 2022)
- Only 1 in 2 over-55s aware alcohol increases cancer risk (World Cancer Research Fund, 2022)
- The Impact of Alcohol Consumption on Cardiovascular Health: Myths and Measures (World Heart Federation, 2022)
- La consommation d’alcool : qu’en pense la population du Québec? (INSPQ, 2021)
- American Cancer Society guideline for diet and physical activity for cancer prevention (Rock et al., 2020)
- Harm to others from drinking Patterns in Nine Societies (WHO, 2019)
- Status report on alcohol consumption, harm and policy responses in 30 European countries (WHO, 2019)
- Global Status Report on Alcohol and health (WHO, 2018)
- Alcohol and inequities: Guidance for addressing inequities in alcohol-related harm (WHO, 2014)
- World Cancer Report: Chapter 2.3 Alcohol consumption (IARC, 2014)

Websites

- US Alcohol Policy Alliance new website [https://www.alcoholpolicy.org/]
- The Proof. BC Cancer, BC Ministry of Health
- Alcohol policies and Cancer (Canadian Partnership Against Cancer)
- Alcohol and Cancer Loud4Change campaign (Movendi, February 2023)
Blogs, podcasts and videos
Prévention du TSAF : un coffre à outils renouvelé (ASPQ, 2024) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j9ugTu8CGok
Is a little bit of alcohol really good for us?: What we have learned from better-designed studies (Visontay, 2024, IAS) https://www.ias.org.uk/2024/05/09/is-a-little-bit-of-alcohol-really-good-for-us-what-we-have-learned-from-better-designed-studies/
Health Benefits of Drinking Moderately: Too Good to be True? Lecture by Professor Tim Stockwell https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_5o3MyFF6Pg
Alcohol and the Heart: Explained (IAS, 2024) Video (12min) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lh7TzXmJodY
Why Findings on Alcohol and Health Are So Confusing: Who is considered an abstainer matters (Kennedy, 2024, Psychology Today) https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/aging-and-cognition/202404/why-findings-on-alcohol-and-health-are-so-confusing
The Sick-Quitter Effect: Alcohol-related death has been underestimated over the last 30 years (Sarich, 2024, IAS) https://www.ias.org.uk/2024/04/02/the-sick-quitter-effect-alcohol-related-death-has-been-underestimated-over-the-last-30-years/
10% of drinkers consume over half of all alcohol consumed in Australia (Cook, 2024, Institute of Alcohol Studies) https://www.ias.org.uk/2024/01/23/10-of-drinkers-consume-over-half-of-all-alcohol-consumed-in-australia/
Campaign Alcohol causes cancer: Reducing alcohol harm [UK] https://reducemyrisk.tv/
Read Help With Drinking - website that accompanies the new national AUD clinical guidance
Read Language bank: talking about inequalities in alcohol use and harm (IAS, 2023)
Blog Is a little bit of alcohol good for you? (Munafò and Davey Smith, 2023, IAS)
Blog Unveiling the hidden health hazards of alcohol use (Im and Millwood, 2023, IAS)
Watch Alcohol, Health and Well Being (WHO, 2020)
Listen Even Small Amounts of Alcohol Can Be Harmful to Blood Pressure and Lead to Hypertension. Alcohol Issues Podcast, Movendi
Blog Alcohol intake and the risk of cancer (Royal Society for Public Health [UK], 2022)
Blog Women, Alcohol, Pregnancy & FASD (Professor Moira Plant, 2022)

Consumption, costs and harms

Books
Lire Actions de prévention : messages et comportements [chapitre 11 in Inserm, 2021 Réduction des dommages associés à la consommation d'alcool]

Journal Articles
Effectiveness of genetic feedback on alcohol metabolism to reduce alcohol consumption in young adults: an open-label randomized controlled trial (Owaki et al., 2024, BMC Medicine) https://bmcmedicine.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12916-024-03422-y
Why, Where, and with Whom? Understanding the set and setting influencing the consumption of NoLo beverages (Piatkowski et al., 2024, Drugs: Education, Prevention and Policy) https://doi.org/10.1080/09687637.2024.2376086
Why do only some cohort studies find health benefits from low volume alcohol use? A systematic review and meta-analysis of study characteristics that may bias mortality risk estimates (Stockwell et al., 2024, JSAD) https://doi.org/10.15288/jsad.23-00283
Effects of a large-scale alcohol ban on population-level alcohol intake, weight, blood pressure, blood glucose, and domestic violence in India: a quasi-experimental population-based study (Chakrabarti, 2024, The Lancet Regional Health) [https://doi.org/10.1016/j.lansea.2024.100427]

Seven-years of alcohol consumption in Australia by wastewater analysis: Exploring patterns by remoteness and socioeconomic factors (Tscharke et al., 2024, Drug and Alcohol Dependence) [https://doi.org/10.1016/j.drugalcdep.2024.111317]

A burden of proof study on alcohol consumption and ischemic heart disease (Carr et al., 2024, Nature Communications) [https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-024-47632-7]

A dose-response meta-analysis on the relationship between average amount of alcohol consumed and death by suicide (Lange et al., 2024, Drug and Alcohol Dependence) [https://doi.org/10.1016/j.drugalcdep.2024.111348]

Mixed messages? Exposure to reports about alcohol’s suggested cardiovascular effects and hazardous alcohol use: a cross-sectional study of patients in cardiology care (Welfordsson et al., 2024, BMC Public Health) [https://bmcpublichealth.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12889-024-18783-5]

“Recovery is Complicated”: A Qualitative Exploration of Canadian University Students’ Diverse Recovery Experiences (Burns et al., 2024, Alcoholism Treatment Quarterly) [https://doi.org/10.1080/07347324.2024.2347241]

Have declines in the prevalence of young adult drinking in English-speaking high-income countries followed declines in youth drinking? A systematic review (Dunphy et al., 2024, Drugs: Education, Prevention and Policy) [https://doi.org/10.1080/09687637.2024.2335989]

Minimum legal drinking age and alcohol-attributable morbidity and mortality by age 63 years: a register-based cohort study based on alcohol reform (Luukkonen et al., 2023, Lancet Public Health) [https://doi.org/10.1016/s2468-2667(23)00049-x]

Harm from the drinking of people you know: A range of effects from different relationships (Laslett et al., 2024, Addiction) [https://doi.org/10.1111/add.16509]

Changes in alcohol consumption and alcohol problems before and after the COVID-19 pandemic: a prospective study in heavy drinking young adults (Creswell et al., 2024, Nature Mental Health) [https://doi.org/10.1038/s44220-024-00247-9]


Exploring the relationship between solitary drinking and living without other adults on alcohol consumption during the COVID-19 pandemic (Mojica-Perez, 2024, Alcohol and Alcoholism) [https://doi.org/10.1111/alcalc/agae013]

Effectiveness of a smartphone app (Drink Less) versus usual digital care for reducing alcohol consumption among increasing-and-higher-risk adult drinkers in the UK: a two-arm, parallel-group, double-blind, randomised controlled trial (Oldham et al., 2024, eClinicalMedicine) [https://doi.org/10.1016/j.eclinm.2024.102534]

The impact of introducing alcohol-free beer options in bars and public houses on alcohol sales and revenue: A randomised crossover field trial (De Loyde, 2024, Addiction) [https://doi.org/10.1111/add.16449]


The association between alcohol consumption and all-cause mortality: An umbrella review of systematic reviews using lifetime abstainers or low-volume drinkers as a reference group (Sarich et al., 2024, Addiction) [https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/add.16446]

Longitudinal examination of alcohol demand and alcohol-related reinforcement as predictors of heavy drinking and adverse alcohol consequences in emerging adults (Bird et al., 2024, Addiction) [https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/add.16443]

Quantifying alcohol-attributable disability-adjusted life years to others than the drinker in Aotearoa/New Zealand: A modelling study based on administrative data (Casswell et al., 2024, Addiction) [https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/add.16435]

Look away now! Defensive processing and unrealistic optimism by level of alcohol consumption (Morris et al., 2024, Psychology and Health) [https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/08870446.2024.2316681]

Alcohol consumption as a socially contagious phenomenon in the Framingham Heart Study social network (van den Ende et al., 2024, Scientific Reports) [https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-024-54155-0]


A scoping review of health inequities in alcohol use disorder (Ward et al., 2024) [https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00952990.2023.2296860]


A latent class analysis of change and continuity in adolescent health and wellbeing in England during the decline in youth alcohol consumption: A repeat cross-sectional study (Stevely et al., 2023, Preventive Medicine Reports) [https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2211335523003728]


Effect of provision of non-alcoholic beverages on alcohol consumption: a randomized controlled study (Yoshimoto et al., 2023, BMC Medicine)

Understanding youth drinking decline: Similarity and change in the function and social meaning of alcohol use (and non-use) in adolescent cohorts 20 years apart (Ball et al., 2023, Drug and Alcohol Review)

The cost of premature death from cancer attributable to alcohol: Productivity losses in Europe in 2018 (Rumgay et al., 2023, Cancer Epidemiology)


Association Between Daily Alcohol Intake and Risk of All-Cause Mortality (Zhao, Stockwell and Naimi, 2023, Substance Use and Addition)

Cross-sectional survey of a convenience sample of Australians who use alcohol home delivery services (Colbert et al., 2023, Drug and Alcohol Review)

Population-level risks of alcohol consumption by amount, geography, age, sex, and year: a systematic analysis for the Global Burden of Disease Study 2020 (2022, The Lancet)

The socioeconomic gradient of alcohol use: an analysis of nationally representative survey data from 55 low-income and middle-income countries (Xu, 2022, Lancet Global Health)
Effective alcohol policies and lifetime abstinence: An analysis of the International Alcohol Control policy index (Leung et al., 2022, Drug and Alcohol Review)

Beyond the Drinker: Alcohol's Hidden Costs in 2016 in Australia (Jiang et al., 2022, JSAD)

Economic competition in the alcohol trade should not trump public health (Jernigan, 2022, JSAD)

The alcohol deficit: Canadian government revenue and societal costs from alcohol (Sherk, A., 2020, HPCDP)

Global status report on alcohol and health and treatment of substance use disorders (World Health Organization, 2024)

Alcohol: availability, affordability, related harm, and policy in Ireland. HRB overview series 13. (Doyle et al., 2024, Dublin: Health Research Board)

Alcohol and Economic Crises (Institute of Alcohol Studies, 2024)

New data on alcohol sales/consumption in Canada (2024, Statistics Canada)

New report finds concerning levels of alcohol-related harms [Australia] (Alcohol and Drug Foundation, 2024)

Secondary school students’ use of alcohol and other substances – 2022–2023 (Scully et al., 2024, Cancer Council Victoria [Australia])

Perceptions of risky alcohol use, health risks related to alcohol, and alcohol-related help-seeking in the LGBTQ+ community (Clay et al., 2024, National Drug & Alcohol Research Centre, University of New South Wales)

Apparent consumption of alcohol in Australia (Australian Institute of Health & Welfare, 2023)

Les impacts de la consommation d'alcool sur les Québécoises (Association pour la santé publique du Québec, 2023)

Proportion de la population ayant augmenté sa consommation d'alcool au cours de la pandémie de COVID-19 et facteurs associés (Giguère et al., 2023, INSPQ)

Cost of Substance Use on the Economic Productivity of Canadians – Findings at a Glance (CSUCH, 2023)
Read Emergency Department Visits for Alcohol, Cannabis and Opioid Use Among Youth (CCSA, 2022)
Lire Visites à l’urgence pour consommation d’alcool, de cannabis et d’opioïdes chez les jeunes (CCDUS, 2022)
Read Understanding the cost of Addiction in Australia (Rethink Addiction, 2022) [alcohol-related harm cost estimated at $22.6 billion]
Read Alcohol-specific deaths in the UK: registered in 2021 (Office for National Statistics, 2022)
Read Alcohol-specific deaths in Scotland 2021 (National Statistics, 2022)
Read Alcohol consumption among adolescents in Health at a Glance: Europe 2022 (OECD, 2022)
Read People, Planet, or Profit: alcohol’s impact on a sustainable future (IAS, 2022)
Read Alcohol Harm Burdens Society Heavily, But Broad Coalition Calls for Alcohol Policy Improvements [UK] (Movendi, 2022)
Listen How far can we trust the latest Global Burden of Disease study? (IAS, 2022)
Read Cost of hidden harm: alcohol’s harm to others (IAS, 2022)
Read An Untethered Floating Castle High Up In the Air? How Several Hundred Lancet Co-Authors Lost a Million Global Alcohol-Caused Deaths (Movendi, 2022)
Read Alcohol-Attributable Deaths Help Drive Growing Socioeconomic Inequalities In US Life Expectancy, 2000–18 (Health Affairs, 2022)
Read Alcohol Harm in Canada: Examining Hospitalizations Entirely Caused by Alcohol and Strategies to Reduce Harm (CIHI, 2017)

Blogs, podcasts and videos
Putting the brakes on the harm caused by drink and drug driving (Alcohol Health Alliance, 2024) https://ahauk.org/drink-and-drug-driving-bma/
Is Youth Drinking Decline a Global Phenomenon? We Need More Evidence Beyond the Global North (Dumbili, 2024, IAS) https://www.ias.org.uk/2024/07/02/is-youth-drinking-decline-a-global-phenomenon-we-need-more-evidence-beyond-the-global-north/
Understanding alcohol harm (Piper, 2024, Alcohol Change UK) https://alcoholchange.org.uk/blog/understanding-alcohol-harm
The Link Between Alcohol and Cancer (Canadian Cancer Survivor Network, 2024) webinar recording: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IfYb8OeWBpg
Beyond Personal Harm: The Costs of Alcohol to Society (Petrilli, 2024, IAS) https://www.ias.org.uk/2024/06/05/beyond-personal-harm-the-costs-of-alcohol-to-society/
Blog Should we rethink how we drink? Canada’s new drinking guidance vs. the UK’s. Adam Sherk, IAS
Digital Alcohol Studies Archives: https://alcoholstudies.libraries.rutgers.edu/
Galleries are a Safe Space for people with Lived Experience of Alcohol-related Harm (National Galleries Scotland, 2024) https://www.nationalgalleries.org/art-and-artists/features/galleries-are-safe-space-people-lived-experience-alcohol-related-harm

Data and modelling tools
- Explore the WHO’s Global Information System on Alcohol and Health (GISAH) (WHO)
- Explore The International Model of Alcohol Harms and Policies (InterMAHP)
- Explore Canadian Substance Use Costs and Harms (CSUCH)
- Explore Alcohol consumption interactive data visualization tool (CISUR) [British Columbia data only]
Alcohol and COVID-19

Presentations
Webinar Alcohol policy and the COVID-19 pandemic: Where we are, how we got here & what we’ve learned (EEnet/CAMH, 2022)
Watch The COVID hangover: Addressing long-term health impacts of changes in alcohol consumption during the pandemic (IAS, 2022)

Journal Articles
The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on calls to an alcohol and drug helpline in Victoria, Australia, for alcohol, methamphetamine and cannabis use concerns (Peart et al., 2024, Drug and Alcohol Review) https://doi.org/10.1111/dar.13868

Reports, guidance and fact sheets
‘We were all stuffed.’ did the Australian COVID-19 lockdowns exacerbate role-specific stress and alcohol use among working mothers? A qualitative analysis (Patsouras et al., 2024, Drugs: Education, Prevention and Policy) https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/09687637.2023.2299392
Read Associations Between COVID-19 Alcohol Policy Restrictions and Alcohol Sales in British Columbia: Variation by Area-based Deprivation Level (Clay et al., 2023, Journal of Studies on Alcohol and Drugs)
Read ‘I’ve gone from one extreme to the other’: critical junctures in relationships with alcohol during the COVID-19 pandemic (Nicholls and Conroy, 2023, Drugs: Education, Prevention and Policy)
Read The COVID hangover: Addressing long-term health impacts of changes in alcohol consumption during the pandemic, IAS (July 2022)
Read Policy, system and practice response to alcohol consumption during the COVID-19 pandemic in seven countries of the WHO African Region (WHO, 2022)
Read COVID-19 alcohol and cannabis retail regulation (CCSA, 2021) Detailed policy tracking tables of changes that have occurred during the COVID-19 pandemic are available for each province and territory from CCSA. To request policy tracking tables, please contact Dr. Catherine Paradis cparadis@ccsa.ca
Alcohol policy media archive
Media archive last updated July 23, 2024

July 2024
Canada

International

June 2024
Canada

➢ 'It was the wake-up call I needed': Sober influencer shares journey from 'blacking out' to running the Boston Marathon. Yahoo News https://ca.style.yahoo.com/it-was-the-wake-up-call-i-needed-sober-influencer-shares-journey-from-blacking-out-to-running-the-boston-marathon-170016285.html

International


www.alcoholpolicy.cisur.ca
➢ Young people may see more than 20 alcohol ads per hour on social media, research finds. The Conversation https://theconversation.com/young-people-may-see-more-than-20-alcohol-ads-per-hour-on-social-media-research-finds-231699
➢ Finland and Sweden move to relax strict alcohol laws. BBC News https://www.bbc.com/news/articles/cjmmr8n1dxo
➢ 8/10 adults believe it is important to have health campaigns on alcohol. Balance https://www.fresh-balance.co.uk/news/more-than-6-in-10-north-east-drinkers-taking-steps-to-drink-less/
➢ 'I was killing myself': San Francisco program giving alcohol to addicts may save lives. USA Today https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2024/06/04/san-francisco-managed-alcohol-program-homeless-addicts/73895931007/
➢ Tobacco, alcohol, processed foods and fossil fuels ‘kill 2.7m a year in Europe’. The Guardian https://www.theguardian.com/society/article/2024/jun/12/tobacco-alcohol-ultra-processed-foods-fossil-fuels-deaths
➢ L'alcool tue 2,6 millions de personnes par an, selon l’OMS. Radio-Canada https://ici.radio-canada.ca/nouvelle/2083468/alcool-morts-organisation-mondiale-sante
➢ Alcohol price rises 'are a blunt instrument'. BBC News https://www.bbc.com/news/articles/c3gg0dg2lzmo
➢ Google, Meta, TikTok & others agree to improve age assurance for alcohol advertising. The Drum https://www.thedrum.com/news/2024/06/10/google-meta-tiktok-other-platforms-improve-age-assurance-alcohol-advertising
➢ 60 per cent of North East adults trying to limit alcohol consumption. The Northern Echo https://www.thenorthernecho.co.uk/news/24376887.60-per-cent-north-east-adults-trying-limit-alcohol-consumption/

www.alcoholpolicy.cisur.ca
Canadian Public Health Association condemns Ontario’s expansion of alcohol sales. 


L’Association canadienne de santé publique condamne l’élargissement des ventes d’alcool en Ontario. 


The Independent [UK]

https://www.independent.co.uk/sport/football/england-serbia-euro-2024-alcohol-b2561114.html

‘They die like flies’: Intibucá in Honduras has an alarming alcohol problem – can prohibition and tough love fix it? The Guardian


Doctors call for English drink-drive limit to be cut to equivalent of a small drink. The Guardian


Wimbledon organisers confirm alcohol stance after French Open booze ban. The Independent [UK]

https://www.independent.co.uk/sport/tennis/wimbledon-alcohol-ban-french-open-all-england-club-b2567634.html

Wine, beer or spirits? Europeans can’t kick their traditional drinking habits. The Guardian


Alcohol Ad Ban: Supreme Court dismisses suit against FDA. GhanaWeb


Beer advertisements shown to kids during streamed TV programs like Lego Masters. The Guardian


Finland and Sweden move to relax strict alcohol laws. BBC News

https://www.bbc.com/news/articles/cjmmzr8n1dxo

Your favorite drink can cause breast cancer – but most women in the US aren’t aware of alcohol’s health risks. The Conversation


Calls for airlines to stop selling alcohol on flights. The Independent


A Psychologist Explains The Concerning Rise Of ‘Drunkorexia’. Forbes


May 2024

Canada

Glass half empty? What climate change means for Canada’s wine industry. The Conversation


Patients who end up in ER for severe dependence on alcohol need medications: doctors. CityNews Toronto

https://toronto.citynews.ca/2024/05/29/patients-who-end-up-in-er-for-severe-dependence-on-alcohol-need-medications-doctors/

How Well Do Canada’s Alcohol Policies Support Public Health? Medscape

read full article

A cross-country look at beer and wine in convenience stores. CTV News

https://www.ctvnews.ca/canada/a-cross-country-look-at-beer-and-wine-in-convenience-stores-1.6901540

Doug Ford’s change to booze sales could cost far more than $225M. CBC News


Canadian Public Health Association condemns Ontario’s expansion of alcohol sales.


L’Association canadienne de santé publique condamne l’élargissement des ventes d’alcool en Ontario. 


www.alcoholpolicy.cisur.ca

La santé dans l’angle mort de la vente d’alcool. La Presse [https://www.lapresse.ca/dialogue/opinions/2024-05-15/la-sante-dans-l-angle-mort-de-la-vente-d-alcool.php]

Sober Nation. Macleans [https://macleans.ca/society/sober-nation/]


Dartmouth, N.S., company launches alcohol vending machines. CTV News Atlantic [https://atlantic.ctvnews.ca/more/dartmouth-n-s-company-launches-alcohol-vending-machines-1.6845073]


Les policiers ont-ils le droit de demander à tout automobiliste de subir un alcootest? ICI Toronto [https://ici.radio-canada.ca/nouvelle/2070215/loi-c46-constitutionnalite-alcool-au-volant]

Un alcootest pour tous les chauffeurs interceptés, sans exception, dit la PPO. ICI Toronto [https://ici.radio-canada.ca/nouvelle/2069748/alcootest-obligatoire-grand-toronto-autoroutes] | Toronto-area drivers stopped by OPP will have to give breath sample. CBC News [https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/opp-mandatory-alcohol-screening-1.7192953]


Pourquoi paie-t-on 16$ pour un mocktail à Montréal? Le journal de Montréal [https://www.journaldemontreal.com/2024/05/02/pourquoi-paiet-on-16-pour-un-mocktail-a-montreal]

International

Diageo turns to AI for consumer analytics in alcohol industry. DMN [https://www.dmnews.com/diageo-turns-to-ai-for-consumer-analytics-in-alcohol-industry/]

www.alcoholpolicy.cisur.ca
➢ Touristes intoxiqués à Punta Cana: les dangers insoupçonnés de l'alcool. Le Journal de Québec [https://www.journaldequebec.com/2024/06/01/cas-dintoxications-a-punta-cana-les-dangers-insoupconnes-de-lalcool]
➢ Study shows how excessive drinking affects others. La Trobe University [https://www.latrobe.edu.au/news/articles/2024/release/study-shows-how-excessive-drinking-affects-others]
➢ Alcohol use disorder can be treated with an array of medications – but few people have heard of them. The Conversation [https://theconversation.com/alcohol-use-disorder-can-be-treated-with-an-array-of-medications-but-few-people-have-heard-of-them-227289]
➢ When is a non-alcoholic drink alcohol-free? The Economist [https://www.economist.com/britain/2024/05/21/when-is-a-non-alcoholic-drink-alcohol-free]
➢ Binge drinking is a growing public health crisis – a neurobiologist explains how research on alcohol use disorder has shifted. The Conversation [https://theconversation.com/binge-drinking-is-a-growing-public-health-crisis-a-neurobiologist-explains-how-research-on-alcohol-use-disorder-has-shifted-227313]

April 2024
Canada
➢ La mommy wine culture : de l’alcool et des mères à boutte. Urbania [https://mollo.urbania.ca/article/la-mommy-wine-culture-de-lalcool-et-des-mères-a-boutte]

www.alcoholpolicy.cisur.ca
➢ Drinking alcohol is officially legal at some Toronto parks. CTV News https://toronto.ctvnews.ca/drinking-alcohol-is-officially-legal-at-some-toronto-parks-1.6853138
➢ Less alcohol, or none at all, is one path to better health. CTV News https://www.ctvnews.ca/health/less-alcohol-or-none-at-all-is-one-path-to-better-health-1.6866072
➢ Ontario will not raise drinking age or stop alcohol sale in corner stores despite concerns by chief medical officer CTV News https://toronto.ctvnews.ca/ontario-will-not-raise-drinking-age-or-stop-selling-alcohol-in-convenience-stores-despite-health-concerns-1.6832011

International
➢ Amsterdam bombarded with beer promotion. EUCAM https://eucam.info/2024/04/24/amsterdam-bombarded-with-beer-promotion/
➢ Complications From Alcohol Use Are Rising Among Women: New research shows that alcohol-related liver disease and other health problems increased even more than expected among women ages 40 to 64 during the pandemic. The New York Times https://www.nytimes.com/2024/04/12/well/alcohol-drinking-women-health.html
➢ Cheap booze prices to rise as MSPs vote to increase minimum cost. BBC News https://www.bbc.com/news/articles/cgrjivqlqdpo
➢ We must reduce the number of businesses which sell alcohol. The Herald https://www.heraldscotland.com/opinion/24266265.must-reduce-number-businesses-sell-alcohol/
➢ Alcohol harm is increasing – the government needs to act now. The Telegraph [UK] https://www.telegraph.co.uk/global-health/science-and-disease/england-alcohol-minimum-unit-pricing-policy-scotland/

www.alcoholpolicy.cisur.ca

➢ We know how to deter British children from alcohol, say experts, after concerns over WHO report. The Guardian

➢ Should Alcoholic Beverages Have Cancer Warning Labels? The New York Times [possible paywall]

➢ Objections over 20-hour alcohol delivery service. BBS News
https://www.bbc.com/news/articles/cp0gn0djlygo

➢ Cancer charity supports NI alcohol warning labels. BBC News

➢ ‘Dracoonian’ Sheffield alcohol-free advert ban divides industry. The Grocer [UK]
https://www.thegrocer.co.uk/marketing/draconian-sheffield-alcohol-free-advert-ban-divides-industry/689690.article

➢ Higher stout consumption driven by female drinkers and low alcohol options. The Guardian

➢ Reducing late-night alcohol sales curbed all violent crimes by 23% annually in a Baltimore neighborhood: Study

➢ Council considers introducing minimum alcohol price. BBC News

March 2024

Canada

➢ No more red tape blues: Burnaby’s new liquor and cannabis policy streamlines licensing applications. Burnaby Beacon

➢ Ontario’s top doctor calling for restrictions on legal substances, decriminalization. CTV Toronto
https://toronto.ctvnews.ca/ontario-s-top-doctor-calling-for-restrictions-on-legal-substances-decriminalization-1.6827488

➢ LCBO head speaks out on plan to sell 24-packs of beer — and how he feels about competing with corner stores. Toronto Star

➢ Bill 694, An Act to amend the Highway Safety Code to more effectively fight drinking and driving [Quebec]

➢ Alcool au volant: des familles endeuillées maintiennent la压ion pour réduire la limite à 0,05 Le Journal de Québec
https://www.journaldequebec.com/2024/03/19/alcool-au-volant-des-familles-endeuilles-maintiennent-la-pression-pour-reduire-la-limite-a-005

➢ More Canadians are skipping booze – forcing cities to adapt their nightlife. The Globe and Mail

➢ Legal drinking in city parks won't be on tap this summer. CBC Ottawa

➢ Would allowing alcohol in Ottawa parks uncork chaos? Here’s what other cities found. CBC Ottawa

www.alcoholpolicy.cisur.ca
➢ À Vancouver, des magasins de boissons sans alcool répondent à une demande croissante. Radio-Canada https://ici.radio-canada.ca/nouvelle/2061397/consommation-sans-alcool-mocktail-sante
➢ L’alcool s’invite dans les salles de cinéma. Le Devoir https://www.ledevoir.com/economie/809986/alcool-invite-salles-cinema
➢ As alcohol consumption declines, a St. Patrick’s Day with fewer raised glasses. CTV Toronto https://www.ctvnews.ca/business/as-alcohol-consumption-declines-a-st-patrick’s-day-with-fewer-raised-glasses-1.6808764

International

www.alcoholpolicy.cisur.ca
'Eroding Belgium's unique beer culture': Brewers resist ban on alcohol advertising. Brussels Times

Zero-alcohol ads and sport sponsorship 'may be breaking the law'. Irish Examiner https://www.irishexaminer.com/news/arid-41356828.html

New Sheffield ad ban shows how councils can act on harmful advertising. AdFreeCities https://adfreecities.org.uk/2024/03/new-sheffield-ad-ban-how-councils-act-harmful-advertising/

Why are Britain’s rules around advertising alcohol and tobacco so different? The Guardian
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2024/mar/24/why-are-britains-rules-around-advertising-alcohol-and-tobacco-so-different#comments

Ministers urged to bring in legal health warnings on alcohol. The Herald [Scotland]

Public health leaders in England back Scottish Government’s plan to raise minimum price of alcohol. The Courier
https://www.thecourier.co.uk/fp/politics/scottish-ministers-urged-to-bring-back-minimum-price-of-alcohol


Can advertising tell the truth? This vodka brand is giving it a shot. The Drum https://www.thedrum.com/news/2024/03/18/can-advertising-tell-the-truth-vodka-brand-giving-it-shot

Assam Excise Department Announces Alcohol Price Hike Effective April 1. North East Today [India]
https://www.northeasttoday.in/2024/03/27/assam-excise-department-announces-alcohol-price-hike-effective-april-1


Sheila Gilheany: Extending alcohol trading hours extends the harm. Irish Examiner https://www.irishexaminer.com/opinion/commentanalysis/arid-41350603.html

Ministers urged to bring in legal health warnings on alcohol. The Herald [Scotland]

Humza Yousaf set to bring back hated alcohol advertising ban as SNP step up battle against booze. Scottish Daily Express
https://www.scottishdailyexpress.co.uk/news/politics/humza-yousaf-set-bring-back-32303434


Mother’s little helper: interviews with Australian women show a complex relationship with alcohol. The Conversation


www.alcoholpolicy.cisur.ca
➢ Wastewater testing reveals New Zealand’s biggest-drinking regions. NZ Herald https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/wastewater-testing-reveals-new-zealands-biggest-drinking-regions/A2GDMGE62BKZIK34ZDEPAF33M/
➢ TikTok star Danielle Walsh has alcohol video banned by watchdog. BB https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-northern-ireland-68553707
➢ MSPs urged to increase minimum alcohol pricing to 65p per unit. STV [Scotland] https://news.stv.tv/scotland/organisations-call-for-minimum-alcohol-pricing-to-increase-to-65-pence-per-unit

February 2024
Canada
➢ Taux d’alcoolémie à 0,05 : les élus de la CAQ devront afficher leurs couleurs. ICI Radio https://ici.radio-canada.ca/rci/fr/nouvelle/2049044/motion-plq-taux-alcool-quebec-guilbault
➢ Managed Alcohol Program to be based at group home. Whitehorse Star https://www.whitehorsestar.com/News/managed-alcohol-program-to-be-based-at-group-home
➢ As Dry Feb begins, is there a ‘growing desire’ for alcohol abstention? Global News https://globalnews.ca/news/10265411/dry-february-challenge-canada/
➢ Ces jeunes qui flirtent avec la sobriété. La Voix de L’est https://www.lavoixdelest.ca/actualites/sante/2024/02/16/ces-jeunes-qui-flirtent-avec-la-sobriete-GSFE55U32ZGPMLLLR5SW2OT7PQ/

International
➢ Pink ribbon marketing on alcohol reveals need for ‘pinkwashing’ awareness. UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health https://sph.unc.edu/sph-news/pink-ribbon-marketing-on-alcohol-reveals-need-for-pinkwashing-awareness
➢ The Sale of Alcohol Bill will significantly increase road deaths — here’s why. Dr Catherine Conlon, Irish Examiner https://www.irishexaminer.com/opinion/commentanalysis/arid-41329951.html
➢ Scotland expected to raise minimum alcohol price by 30%. The Guardian https://www.theguardian.com/society/2024/feb/05/scotland-expected-to-raise-minimum-alcohol-price-by-30
➢ What is minimum pricing for alcohol and how does it work? BBC News https://www.bbc.com/news/articles/cl4x6m244zdo
➢ Thailand to Introduce Warning Labels on Alcoholic Beverages. Chiangrai Times https://www.chiangraitimes.com/business/thailand-to-introduce-warning-labels-on-alcoholic-beverages/?amp=1

www.alcoholpolicy.cisur.ca

Police interventions fall by half after Polish city bans alcohol sales at night. Notes from Poland https://notesfrompoland.com/2024/02/21/police-interventions-fall-by-half-after-polish-city-bans-alcohol-sales-at-night/


Heavy drinkers ‘more likely to reject alcohol health messages’. LSBU https://www.lsbu.ac.uk/about-us/news/heavy-drinkers-more-likely-to-reject-alcohol-health-messages

Youth drinking is declining – myths about the trend, busted. The Conversation https://theconversation.com/youth-drinking-is-declining-myths-about-the-trend-busted-216948


Alcohol influencers are raising the bar with innovative content and liquor brands are loving them. Your Story https://yourstory.com/2024/02/alcohol-influencers-raising-the-bar-social-media-advertising-reels-instagram

How White Claw, Pernod Ricard & Heineken are adapting their marketing to reach gen Z. The Drum https://www.thedrum.com/opinion/2024/02/19/how-white-claw-pernod-ricard-heineken-are-adapting-their-marketing-reach-gen-z

---

**January 2024**

*Canada*

- It’s been one year since Canada released its drastic drinking guidelines - has anything changed? Global News https://globalnews.ca/video/10237423/canadas-new-drinking-guidelines/
- Musicians say alcohol and the industry are intrinsically linked, but some want to change that. CBC News https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/ecma-dry-january-pledge-1.7098895
- Capping booze: Prince Albert will reduce hours for alcohol sales. CKOM https://www.ckom.com/2024/01/09/prince-albert-will-reduce-hours-for-alcohol-sales/
- Canadian doctors to screen for risky drinking as polls suggest it's adults who have a problem. National Post https://nationalpost.com/life/food/canadian-doctors-to-screen-for-risky-drinking-as-polls-suggest-its-adults-who-have-a-problem

---

www.alcoholpolicy.cisur.ca
➢ La N.-É. s’apprête à lancer sa campagne pour réduire la consommation d’alcool. Radio-Canada https://ici.radio-canada.ca/nouvelle/2041167/campagne-dissasive-consommation-alcool-ne
➢ How Alberta’s booze industry is pivoting to meet alcohol-free demands. CBC News https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/calgary/alcohol-free-calgary-drinks-1.7082656
➢ Years-long wait for Manitoba FASD diagnosis highlights 'critical' need for more resources. CBC Manitoba https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/manitoba/fasd-diagnosis-waiting-list-1.7071252
➢ A toast to smaller wine glasses – but our best ideas have been inspired by alcohol. The Guardian https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2024/jan/20/a-toast-to-smaller-wine-glasses-but-our-best-ideas-have-been-inspired-by-alcohol
➢ Europe’s heaviest drinkers: Where are people drinking more and which countries have cut down? Euronews https://www.euronews.com/health/2024/01/29/dry-january-where-in-europe-is-drinking-alcohol-getting-worse-and-which-countries-have-cut
➢ Multinational industry has put alcohol at the centre of our culture, so we downplay its damaging impact. NHS [UK] https://northeastnorthcumbria.nhs.uk/blogs/posts/multinational-industry-has-put-alcohol-at-the-centre-of-our-culture-so-we-downplay-its-damaging-impact/
➢ EU Policy. MEPs healthy drinking resolution irks WHO. Euronews https://www.euronews.com/next/2024/01/08/meps-healthy-drinking-resolution-irks-who
➢ Olympics brings on its first beer brand as a global sponsor — Budweiser’s AB InBev. The Independent [UK] https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/alcohol-liver-disease-women-deaths-b2477598.html


No- and low-alcohol drinks – a growing market that could change public health but challenges remain. Alcohol Change UK https://alcoholchange.org.uk/blog/no-and-low-alcohol-drinks-a-growing-market-that-could-change-public-health-but-challenges-remain


Media coverage about Dry January:

December 2023

Canada

- Ontario vastly expanding where booze can be sold in move to modernize alcohol retail market. CBC News https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/ontario/ontario-booze-changes-announcement-1.7058335
- GN hopes free taxi vouchers will curb drunk driving: Thousands of vouchers for free taxi rides are being handed out this month to reduce impaired driving in three communities, thanks to the Nunavut Liquor and Cannabis Commission. The Standard https://www.stcatharinesstandard.ca/news/canada/gn-hopes-free-taxi-vouchers-will-curb-drunk-driving/article_8d36fd9e-1a5e-5cae-92c6-725872cbd7d5.html

www.alcoholpolicy.cisur.ca


Defence minister says he wants to change the drinking culture on military bases. CBC News [https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics-defence-minister-alcohol-military-messages-sexual-misconduct-1.7059932]

International

Pre-mixed alcohol products are driving a deceptive wellness trend in alcohol. Public Health Association of Australia [https://intouchpublichealth.net.au/pre-mixed-alcohol-products-are-driving-a-deceptive-wellness-trend-in-alcohol/]

Survey: Majority of Germans see alcohol advertising as a danger to young people Indo NY [https://www.indonewyork.com/breaking/survey-majority-of-germans-see-alcohol-advertising-as-a-danger-to-young-h101256.html]

More points where you can purchase alcohol? Dutch Institute for Alcohol Policy [https://www.alcoholpolicy.cisur.ca]


The U.S. must raise federal alcohol taxes to address the alarming rise in alcohol use. StatNews [https://www.statnews.com/2023/12/20/federal-alcohol-excise-taxes-alcoholism-aud-treatment/]


Helping or hindering – alcohol in disguise. Flinders University [https://news.flinders.edu.au/blog/2023/12/18/helping-or-hindering-alcohol-in-disguise/]


First Minister commits to reduce children’s exposure to alcohol marketing. Alcohol Focus Scotland [https://www.alcohol-focus-scotland.org.uk/news/first-minister-commits-to-reduce-childrens-exposure-to-alcohol-marketing/]

November 2023

Canada

«À boutte de toute sauf le vino»: ce que nous dit la culture des «wine moms» sur l’alcoolisme au féminin. 24h [https://www.24heures.ca/2023/11/17/a-boutte-de-toute-sauf-le-vino-ce-que-nous-dit-la-culture-des-wine-moms-sur-lalcoolisme-au-feminin]

Substance abuse and alcoholism increasing within Canada’s Muslim communities. Penticton Herald [https://www.pentictonherald.ca/spare_news/article_5e713c1b-0332-54e6-880a-8af1c611aa11.html]


Ford government’s bottomless determination to convert our drinking into private profit should concern us all Toronto Star

Lire Santé Canada présente un plan « renouvelé » de lutte contre la consommation de drogues La Presse

www.alcoholpolicy.cisur.ca
Les Québécois veulent une baisse du taux d’alcolémie à 0,05. Le Soleil
Alcool au volant: «Il va falloir qu’on dise: “C’est assez”» Le Journal de Québec

International

Denmark to restrict alcohol sales to minors. Times of Malta https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/denmark-restrict-alcohol-sales-minors.1067337
For decades, mothers have borne the brunt of scrutiny for alcohol use during pregnancy – new research points to dad’s drinking as a significant factor in fetal alcohol syndrome. The Conversation https://theconversation.com/for-decades-mothers-have-borne-the-brunt-of-scrutiny-for-alcohol-use-during-pregnancy-new-research-points-to-dads-drinking-as-a-significant-factor-in-fetal-alcohol-syndrome-216601
Concern among winemakers about potential new requirements for alcohol health warnings on bottles ABC News [Australia] https://www.abc.net.au/news/2023-11-02/wine-industry-concern-over-potential-new-health-labelling/103046076
Half of pre-mixed alcohol features nutritional claims as industry targets young Australians, study finds. The Guardian https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2023/nov/30/half-of-pre-mixed-alcohol-features-nutritional-claims-as-industry-targets-young-australians-study-finds
GLOBAL INITIATIVE
Film Club: ‘A Toast to Raising Alcohol Taxes’. The New York Times

October 2023
Canada

Doctors should normalize questions about drinking habits, guideline says. Global News
UCalgary pilots substance-free housing for students. University of Calgary
Making It Easier to Talk about Drinking Too Much. The Tyee
New Study Shows Universities’ Alcohol Policies Lacking. VOCM
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CPHO tells Islanders 'less is best' when it comes to alcohol use [PEI] CBC News
Lire Inquiétudes sur la consommation de drogues et d’alcool chez les jeunes à l’Î.-P.-É. Radio Canada
Lire Les boissons alcoolisées pourraient bientôt être tolérées dans les parcs à Ottawa. Radio Canada
Read Major drink brands launch more non-alcoholic options as ‘sober curious’ trend grows. The Globe and Mail
Lire Alcool : la modération a meilleur goût, rappelle la santé publique. Radio Canada
Read Natalie MacLean talks ‘wine mom’ culture, sexist marketing and how to cut back without going sober. The Globe and Mail
Read New Canadian guidelines to help doctors address patient alcohol use and treatment. The Globe and Mail
Read Canada gets new guidelines to recognize and treat high-risk drinking. CBC News
Lire Québec n’abaissera pas la limite permise. La Presse
Lire La consommation d’alcool permise jusqu’en 2024 dans certains parcs de Toronto? ICI Toronto

International
Read SBS to let streaming viewers block gambling, alcohol and fast-food ads. The Sydney Morning Herald [Australia]
Read ‘Low sugar’ labels on alcohol are misleading and should be axed, Australian peak health bodies say. The Guardian
Read Proposal to raise drinking age limit advanced by Saeima committee. Public broadcasting of Latvia
Read Australians overwhelmingly support health warnings on alcohol products. FARE Australia
Read Cancer warnings could be coming to wine bottle and beer can labels. Sydney Morning Herald [Australia]
Read Minimum Unit Pricing: Doctors call for alcohol to be made even more expensive in Scotland. The Scotsman [possible paywall]
Read Alcohol industry ‘tries to create doubt’ about real drinking harm. New Zealand Herald
Read Researchers say that alcohol advertising near schools is a problem for more than half of the kura it sampled. 1news NZ
Read Opinion: Gambling, obesity, alcohol: Is it time for industries to pay for impact of their goods on health? Irish Examiner
Read Britain is on a glidepath to an alcohol ban. The Telegraph
Read Deliveroo given green light to deliver alcohol in Scotland first. STV News
Read The Philippines’ Blind Spot for Alcohol: Why the alcohol problem in the Philippines is complicated. Think Global Health

September 2023
Canada
Lire S’inspirer de l’Islande pour combattre l’abus d’alcool et de drogues chez les jeunes ICI Nouveau-Brunswick
Read Students need to understand the risks of heavy drinking. CTV News Atlantic
Read Rankin Inlet, Nunavut, residents petition to close beer and wine store. CBC News North
Read Alcohol culture ballooned during pandemic, led to more problematic drinking: experts. CBC News Saskatchewan
Read Feds can no longer ignore devastation from substance use in the North. The Hill Times (possible paywall)
Lire Malgré l’illégalité, rapporter au N.-B. de l’alcool du Québec reste une pratique courante. ICI Nouveau-Brunswick
Read Rankin Inlet, Nunavut, residents petition to close beer and wine store. CBC News North

International
Read Police: Alcohol-related driving deaths up nearly 30% in NY. Spectrum News
➢ Read Ireland's alcoholic drinks will have health warning labels by 2026. Euronews
➢ Read Action taken to help promote no and low-alcohol drinks. UK Government
➢ Read Alcohol prizes banned from Glasgow school tombolas. BBC News
➢ Read Letters to the Editor: Alcohol industry must own up to harm. Irish Examiner
➢ Read Letters: Time for a levy on alcohol industry. The Irish Times
➢ Read Germany needs stricter alcohol advertisement rules, commissioner says. DPA International
➢ Read ‘Dire need’ for labels on alcohol and ads about unhealthy eating to cut avoidable cancers. The Guardian
➢ Read Opinion: Lobbyists continue to deny the reality of alcohol harm in Ireland. Catherine Conlon, Irish Examiner
➢ Read Proposal to raise minimum alcohol price to 65p in Scotland. BBC News
➢ Read South Africa sees alarming spike in Fetal Alcohol Disorder rate. SABC News
➢ Read Cancer cases soared 79% globally among young adults over past 3 decades: study. Global News
➢ Read Four out of 10 primary schools have alcohol outlets within 300 metres of their gates. Irish Examiner
➢ Read Alcohol and other drug use more prevalent in non-car injuries, shows study. Medical Xpress
➢ Read A ‘responsible’ drinking campaign that features cocktail recipes? Alcohol Focus Scotland

August 2023

Canada
➢ Read Des producteurs de cidre dénoncent une majoration provinciale plus élevée sur leur produit. Radio Canada ICI Alberta
➢ Read Yukon’s substance use emergency strategy has lots of recommendations, no timelines. CBC News
➢ Read Le Yukon présente son plan d’action pour endiguer la crise des dépendances. ICI Grand Nord
➢ Read It’s official: Drinking alcohol is now legal in 27 Toronto parks. CBC News
➢ Read Regina ne permettra pas à ses habitants de boire de l’alcool dans les parcs. ICI Saskatchewan
➢ Read Laval autorise à son tour la consommation d'alcool dans les parcs. La Presse
➢ Read Liquor firms try to influence government. Winnipeg Free Press
➢ Read ‘Profits over people’: Liquor licence granted to 7-Eleven location near Western University. Global News
➢ Read ‘It is a concern’: The health impacts of the ongoing liquor strike. CTV News Winnipeg

International
➢ Read ‘Independent’ alcohol pricing report was amended by civil servants [UK]. The Sunday Times {possible paywall}
➢ Read Phone app helped students cut down on drinking, researchers say. The Guardian
➢ Read Call for emergency response to alcohol deaths [Scotland]. BBC News
➢ Read The reduction of alcohol harm needs to be a priority for us all, warns Alcohol Change UK. Alcohol Change UK
➢ Read La consommation d'alcool tue plus de femmes que jamais auparavant. National Geographic Sciences
➢ Read Patients’ associations criticise France’s decision not to raise taxes on alcohol. Euractiv
➢ Read Health advocates pleased with new alcohol law, industry worried [New Zealand]. RNZ Law
➢ Read Sale and Supply of Alcohol Amendment Bill passes third reading. RNZ Health
➢ Read World Cup final: Police urged to overlook early pub sales. BBC News
➢ Read Minister says ban on alcohol advertising is not entirely ruled out [UK]. Independent
➢ **Read** Scotland’s minimum unit pricing of alcohol has been so successful it should encourage other life-saving public health policies – Dr Tamasin Knight. Scotsman

➢ **Read** France loses more money from tobacco and alcohol use than it gains in taxes, new report says. EuroNews

➢ **Read** Alcoholic drink Hard Solo not aimed at minors, Asahi says, as Australian MPs push for limit on ads. The Guardian

### July 2023

#### Canada

➢ **Read** Life-saving medications for alcohol use disorder ‘hugely under-utilized’ in B.C., study finds. CBC News

➢ **Read** Our perception of wine has more to do with its commercial history than we think. The Conversation

➢ **Read** New penalty forces impaired drivers in Manitoba to pay MPI for collision damages. CBC News

➢ **Lire** Alcool au volant : la Société d’assurance publique du Manitoba durcit les règles. ICI Manitoba

➢ **Read** Alcohol lobby is not scientists. The Hill Times

➢ **Read** Pints on patios, but not in parks — why drinking alcohol in public spaces is still such a big deal. CBC News

➢ **Lire** Pourquoi consommer de l’alcool dans les parcs suscite-t-il autant de débats au Canada? ICI Saskatchewan

➢ **Read** Plans to allow alcohol in Regina parks this summer fizzle out for now. CBC News

➢ **Lire** Les Réginois devront encore attendre avant de boire de l’alcool dans les parcs. ICI Saskatchewan

➢ **Read** Some Toronto area stores are closing their beer and wine sections. Why? Because they’re not making money. Toronto Star

➢ **Lire** Des supermarchés cessent de vendre de l’alcool, faute de profit. Radio Canada

➢ **Lire** Pirouettes et alcool, les dangers de la danse country en plein Stampede. ICI Alberta

➢ **Lire** Cannabis, mais aussi alcool et tabac : chez les jeunes, une consommation de drogues en baisse ? The Conversation

➢ **Read** The Big Tobacco Lawsuit that Fell Off the Public Radar. The Tyee

➢ **Read** Ontario quietly moving ahead with plan to sell beer in corner stores. The Globe and Mail

➢ **Lire** Demandes d’actions collectives contre la SAQ et les brasseurs Molson, Labatt et Sleeman: en faites-vous partie? Le journal de montreal

➢ **Read** City of Regina debates amendment for alcohol consumption in parks. Global News

#### International

➢ **Read** Last orders for takeaway pub pints as Covid rules expire. BBC News

➢ **Read** ‘I can’t believe we’re having this conversation’: the states pushing for 14-year-olds to serve alcohol. The Guardian

➢ **Read** Micheál Martin launches own podcast as he takes aim at alcohol industry. Irish Mirror

➢ **Read** Rugby bosses to rethink tactics if alcohol sponsor deals banned. Business Post [Ireland]

➢ **Read** Nine things you need to know about the new alcohol duty system. Alcohol Change UK

➢ **Read** Alcohol-Related Deaths Are Rising Among Women. New York Times

➢ **Read** Use of law enforcement strategies to curb underage drinking has decreased over past decade: Study [US] Medical Xpress

➢ **Read** How the long shadow of drink giants pushes public health and sugar labelling into the shade. ABC News [Australia]

➢ **Read** State’s plan to label alcohol with health warnings draws interest from other countries. The Irish Times

➢ **Read** Alcohol on sale in shops and off-licences ’70% more affordable than 20 years ago’. Irish Examiner

➢ **Read** Comment: Catherine Conlon: Why the rising price of a pint is better for our health. Irish Examiner

➢ **Read** Only one in five know alcohol guidelines. Drink and Drug News [UK]

➢ **Read** Pouring over public opinion: Alcohol policies in the UK. Alcohol Health Alliance
Read 'Alcohol Is Alcohol': Moderate Drinking Has No Health Benefits - A Doctor Writes. The Quint
Read Swedish alcohol retail monopoly challenged by court ruling. Reuters
Read Doctors demand tighter drink-driving limit. The Times

June 2023

Canada
Read It causes seven types of cancer and birth defects. Should alcohol have a warning label? Healthing
Read Audrey McFarlane, Executive Director for the Canada Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder Research Network and former CCSA Board Member will receive the Alberta Order of Excellence in 2023
Read « Ce n’est pas un combat contre l’industrie de l’alcool, mais contre le cancer » Radio-Canada
Read La consommation d’alcool autorisée dans tous les parcs de Sherbrooke. Radio Canada
Read Booze prices need to rise, accessibility needs to drop to reduce harm, study says. CBC News New Brunswick
Read Alcohol policies in every province, territory receive failing grade in meeting public health standards: report. CTV News
Read How 7-Eleven won liquor licences for nearly all of its Ontario locations. CBC News
Read Un dépanneur 7-Eleven de Winnipeg demande un permis d’alcool, une première au Manitoba. ICI Manitoba
Read Une autre municipalité du Grand Vancouver permettra de boire de l’alcool dans des parcs. ICI Colombie-Britannique
Read For Teens Who Drink and Do Drugs, Here’s How to Reduce the Harm. The Tyee

International
Read Ireland’s alcohol warning label plan triggers US concern at WTO meeting. The Irish Times
Read Minimum unit pricing has had positive impact but not for poor alcoholics – study. The Independent
Read ‘This doesn’t make sense any more’: why you still can’t buy wine in New York supermarkets. The Guardian
Read It’s time for booze bottles to have health warning labels. The Independent
Read Alcohol label wars: Ireland’s new warning law faces fight at World Trade Organisation. Irish Times
Read Ireland’s plan to bring in health warnings on alcohol products will ‘reduce harm globally’. The Irish Times
Read Paris 2024 Olympics: Alcohol sales not allowed inside stadiums after no exemptions sought. BBC Sport
Read Why are we paying so much for alcohol-free drinks that aren’t taxed? The Conversation
Read Drinking alcohol is bad for you – end of. Ignore the headlines that claim otherwise. The Guardian
Read Home delivery of alcohol expanded during pandemic, with permanent effects on health. Medical Xpress
Read Advertising watchdog to review guidelines on promotion of zero alcohol products. The Irish Times
Read Australia should follow Ireland’s lead and add stronger health warning labels to alcohol. The Conversation

May 2023

Canada
Read B.C. gets failing grade on alcohol policies from UVic-led national project. Black Press
Read Canada's got a drinking problem — and one senator says Ottawa needs to step up. CBC News
Read StFX Psychology Professor leads study to test effectiveness of alcohol warning labels
Read UVic-led project offers steps to repair Canada’s failing alcohol policy. University of Victoria
Read Ontario alcohol policy receives failing grade. CAMH
International

- Read Nordic Countries: New Dietary Advice Likely to Recommend Staying Alcohol-Free As Best for Health. Movendi International
- Read Third of islanders in Jersey binge drinking says report. BBC News
- Read Zero alcohol marketing has zero benefits for everyone except the global alcohol industry. EUCAM
- Read Cancer Council warns alcohol industry must not call the shots on alcohol advertising. Cancer Council Australia
- Read Humza Yousaf scraps plans to restrict alcohol advertising after industry backlash. The Telegraph
- Read Call to tackle rise in alcohol-related deaths in Scotland. BBC News
- Read How the cost of living crisis affects alcohol harm. IAS
- Read 10 million Australians harmed by alcohol each year. La Trobe University
- Read NI licensing laws: No more supermarket points for alcohol sales. BBC News
- Read Australia’s system of taxing alcohol is ‘incoherent’, but our research suggests a single tax rate isn’t the answer. The Conversation

March 2023

Canada

- Read Windsor grocery stores could sell liquor as part of pilot program. Windsor Star
- Read No, moderate drinking isn’t good for your health. The Washington Post
- Read N.W.T. government unveils long-awaited 'alcohol strategy' with long list of action items. CBC News
- Lire Pourtant, une autre étude suggère que boire n’est pas bon pour la santé. Les Actualités
- Lire La consommation d’alcool dans les parcs de nouveau débattue à Toronto. Radio Canada
- Read Province proposes private liquor sales at Manitoba retailers. CTV News Winnipeg
- Read N.W.T. releases strategy to reduce alcohol-related harms. Toronto Star
- Read Majority of Canadians won’t change drinking habits in light of new guidelines: poll. Global News
- Read Restaurants and bars brace for biggest alcohol tax jump in 40 years. CTV News
- Read B.C. bars adapt to meet demand for high quality, alcohol-free drinks. CBC News
- Read Beer and wine sales in Canada fall to all-time low. BBC News
- Read Cost, hangovers and access to cannabis have some in Waterloo region rethinking if they drink alcohol. CBC News
- Read Will alcohol go the way of cigarettes? What one public health battle can tell us. Toronto Star
- Lire Les ventes de vin et de bière en forte diminution au Canada. Radio Canada
- Lire Alcool au volant « Le 0,08 ne tient plus la route ». La Presse
- Lire Alcool au volant: que nous manque-t-il pour comprendre? Le Journal de Montreal
- Lire Étude dévastatrice sur l’alcool: les Canadiens vont continuer à boire. Le Journal de Montreal
- Lire Le Camping Havana perd son permis d’alcool. La Tribune
- Lire Gros profits pour la SAQ à Noël. Le Journal de Montreal

International

- Read ‘Absolutely necessary’: Belgium implements first-ever nationwide alcohol plan. The Brussels Times
- Read Letter: Alcohol marketing – the 0% loophole, Minister for Health has the power to act. The Irish Times
Alcohol industry 'trying to obstruct public health policy'. The National [Scotland]

Watch "In Your Face" - People in recovery's experiences of alcohol marketing. Alcohol Focus Scotland

Read UK: Government Increases Alcohol Duty, Civil Society Welcomes Decision. Movendi

Read Panama Plans to Raise Alcohol Taxes for the Benefit of Cancer Prevention and Research. Movendi

Read Strong Born – FASD awareness campaign. National Aboriginal Community Controlled health Organization, Australia

Read Alcohol brand advertised every eight seconds during Irish rugby match, new study reveals. Independent

Read Why workplace drinking culture is fading fast. BBC News

Read Last orders? Young people’s perspectives on the decline in youth drinking. IAS

Read EU set to introduce zero-tolerance on alcohol for new drivers. Traffic Technology Today

Read Alcohol companies ply community with 40,000 alcohol advertisements a year on Facebook and Instagram. FARE

Read Levy on alcohol industry akin to 'polluter pays' recommended. Irish Examiner

February 2023

Canada

Read Bring on Big Booze’s spin doctors: Senator Brazeau. Opinion: Senate of Canada

Listen Eat Move Think Podcast: Explaining Canada’s New Alcohol Guidelines

Read “People think we’re reducing the fun in their lives”: Meet the researcher suggesting that Canadians stick to two drinks per week. Toronto Life

Read We need to talk about our drinking, says Dr. Robert Strang. CBC News

Read Ontario booze prices expected to rise with increase in federal alcohol tax. Toronto News Station

Read 'We should pay attention': N.S. oncologist explains link between alcohol and cancer. CBC News

Lire La ministre Bennett favorable à un nouvel étiquetage sur les bouteilles d’alcool. Radio Canada

Read Canadians should get info on how much alcohol is in a standard drink: Bennett. Canadian Press

Read How women face unique alcohol-use challenges, from physiology to stigma and child care. CP24

Lire Des experts remettent en question des commandites. La Presse

Lire Comment un simple verre peut parfois mener à la dépendance. Radio Canada

Read 'Acceptable risk': AHS to update website reflecting new federal alcohol guidelines. Calgary Herald

Read Alcohol related health care visits spiked during pandemic in Ontario: study Global News

Read ‘I thought the world was coming down’: Sen. Patrick Brazeau draws on personal struggle to fight for alcohol warning labels. National Observer

Read Alcohol in Edmonton parks allowed on permanent basis. CBC News

International

Read Addictions France Wins Lawsuit Against Meta Over Alcohol Ads. Movendi International


Read Medics: Zero-alcohol drinks 'encourage consumption and harm'. The Herald, UK

Read Drinks Ireland claps back after objections to non-alcoholic drinks ads at sporting events. Extra

Read Exposed: Alcohol Companies Among Instagram’s Fastest Growing Brands. Movendi International

Read Big Soda’s Alcohol Drinks Worry Health Experts: PepsiCo and Coca-Cola enter hard soda markets, causing concerns among regulators and researchers. New York Times [possible paywall]
➢ Read Getting in the spirit? Alcohol and the Scottish economy. Aveek Bhattacharya
➢ Read Beer and Booze Wars and Celebrities: How Super Bowl 2023 Turned Into an Alcohol Advertising Frenzy. Maik Dünnbier
➢ Read Alcohol advertising ban Scotland: What is in the plans and how far do they go? Will they be accepted by the Scottish Government? How harmful is drinking alcohol? The Scotsman
➢ Watch Commercial determinants of health. SPECTRUM, UK
➢ Read Japan: Self-Checkout Alcohol and Tobacco Sales Commence, Make Harmful Products More Easily Available. Movendi
➢ Read Minimum pricing has no economic impact on alcohol industry – report. STV News
➢ Read Germany’s drugs czar wants alcohol, tobacco ads restricted. Times Union
➢ Lire Etiquetage sanitaire de l’alcool dans l’UE. Lesfrancais.press
➢ Read Changing the Conversation About Alcohol: A New Partnership Will Leverage Policy to Tackle Alcohol-Related Harms. IAS
➢ Watch Alcohol Causes Cancer: Public opinions. Balance

January 2023

Canada
➢ Read Should alcohol have warning labels? B.C. MP says yes in crafted private motion. Penticton Western News
➢ Read Setting the bar for responsible drinking. The Globe and Mail [possible paywall]
➢ Read The lobbyists targeting my alcohol bill should step into the committee-room light. Patrick Brazeau
➢ Read Why millennials and Gen Z are helping lead the zero-proof drink surge. CBC
➢ Lire Non merci, je ne bois plus ou presque! Radio Canada
➢ Lire Dix ans après sa création, le Défi 28 jours sans alcool prend toujours du galon. Radio Canada
➢ Read Provincial governments not jumping to act on tighter alcohol warning guidelines. Canadian Press
➢ Read Canada's new alcohol guidelines in sync with changing culture for some Islanders. CBC News PEI
➢ Read Hangover headaches are the least of your worries. Scientists say drinking can be hard on the brain. CBC News
➢ Read Is There Really No Safe Amount of Drinking? TIME
➢ Read New guidelines dramatically reduce safe amount of alcohol consumption. Global News
➢ Read Canada’s new drinking guidelines don’t consider the social benefits of alcohol. But should they? The Conversation
➢ Listen Canadians warned to limit alcohol to two drinks a week. The Current with Matt Galloway, CBC
➢ Lire Rapport sur l’alcool, quelques precisions. Le soleil
➢ Read It's time to put cancer warning labels on alcohol, experts say. CBC News
➢ Read Alcohol use is widely accepted in the US, but even moderate consumption is associated with many harmful effects. The Conversation
➢ Watch Navigating Canada’s new alcohol guidance. CBC National
➢ Watch Is your drinking risky? Why there’s a big push for warning labels. CBC National
➢ Read Canada’s alcohol industry says warning labels about health risks unnecessary. CTV News
➢ Read With new alcohol consumption guidelines, here’s why experts say standard drink labelling is key. CTV News
➢ Watch Solid research backs strict limits on alcohol consumption, says panelist. CBC News
➢ Read How to Take Canada’s New Drinking Guidelines Seriously: Three ideas to improve public health by reducing alcohol consumption. The Tyee
➢ Read Yes, even if it's a Bloody Caesar with extra celery: Why even just a little alcohol is a risk. CBC News
➢ Read The long struggle for cigarette warnings has lessons for alcohol labels, experts say. CBC News
➢ Read Isuarsivik challenging Nunavimmiut to go alcohol free in February. Nunatsiaq News
➢ Read How new alcohol guidelines could lead to policy changes on P.E.I. CBC News
➢ Read Canada’s new alcohol guidelines advise fewer drinks. The Globe and Mail
➢ Read Researchers consider how to ‘denormalize’ drinking culture ahead of new alcohol guidelines. The Globe and Mail
➢ Read Record number of people died from alcohol and drug use during the pandemic: StatsCan. CBC News
➢ Read Worried about Canada’s New Alcohol Guidance? Consider a Damp January. The Tyee

International
➢ Read Scotland’s alcohol problem: It is time to put people's health before profits – Dr Alastair MacGilchrist. The Scotsman
➢ Read ‘Opt-out’ alcohol bans in prospect for Indigenous communities after PM’s Alice Springs visit. The Conversation
➢ Read Alice Springs: Alcohol limited in Australian town due to violence. BBC News
➢ Read Publicans opposing new alcohol laws are ‘protecting business owners’. Irish Examiner
➢ Listen Alcohol & Cancer. RTE Radio 1
➢ Read Norway One Step Closer to Alcohol Warning Labels. Movendi
➢ Read Even a Little Alcohol Can Harm Your Health. NY Times.
➢ Read Glass too full? Why safe drinking guidelines vary between countries. The Guardian
➢ Read New study finds health warning DrinkWise labels failing to curb alcohol intake. Star Mail
➢ Read Statement from Alcohol Action Ireland on Health Information Labelling of Alcohol Products.
➢ Read Calls for laws protecting children from alcohol marketing amid claims Diageo is number four advertiser to Ireland’s children. Independent
➢ Read Whisky expert ‘livid’ over alcohol advertising report. BBC News
➢ Read Anger brews in Italy over Ireland’s plans for alcohol health warnings. The Guardian
➢ Read ‘One drink is the same mortality risk as one cigarette,’ UVic researcher says. Capital Daily
➢ Read Canada should resolve to make alcohol more expensive in 2023. National Observer
➢ Read Ontarians can now get alcohol delivered from the LCBO using Uber Eats. CP24
➢ Read Why this woman created Sober Babes Vancouver, a sobriety group for 'Dry January' and beyond. CBC News
➢ Read Report: Alcohol abuse a "big problem" in Finland, main cause of preventable deaths. YLE
➢ Read Booze is 10% ethanol, 90% marketing so maybe it’s time to try Dry January. The Guardian
➢ Read Does Cycling Have a Drinking Problem? Health and Nutrition
➢ Read Alcohol labelling is about letting consumers know the truth. Irish Examiner
➢ Read Letter: Health warnings on the labels of alcohol products: Consumers have a right to know about the health risks of products. The Irish Times
➢ Read Pandemic drinking: Alcohol misuse treatment up 10%. BBC News
➢ Read Produits-alcoolises : Le nouveau combat de Patrick Brazeau. La Presse
➢ Read À Quel Point L'alcool Est-Il Nocif ? Changement De Culture Envisagé. Actualites Canada
➢ Read Il n'y a pas de seuil de consommation qui soit sécuritaire. La Presse
➢ Regarde Devrions-nous encadrer l'alcool comme le cannabis ? TVA Nouvelles

December 2022
Canada
➢ Read Our governments are addicted to alcohol. Toronto Star
Temporary liquor prohibition takes effect Sunday in Kugluktuk. Nunatsiaq News
Southwestern Ontario 7-Eleven to serve alcohol with in-store dining. CBC News
Cheers, but hold the booze: Why interest in sobriety is rising this holiday season. Ottawa Citizen
Editorial: Time for warnings on alcohol. Toronto Star

Les Québécois boivent près de 500 verres d’alcool par année. Le soleil
Péter la balloune : et si le Québec buvait trop? Radio Canada (documentary release date Dec 15, 2022)
Est-ce que le Québec boit trop? Le Devoir
Le Québec a-t-il un problème collectif d’alcool? - Péter la balloune à venir sur ICI TÉLÉ. Radio Canada
De l’alcool vendu jusqu’à 6h pour sept évènements à Montréal. 98.5

Scots back ban on alcohol sponsorship in sport, survey finds. The National
Alcohol industry lobbied EU to resist health warnings on drinks. Irish Examiner
Calls for zero-alcohol products to be subjected to same regulations as alcohol. ABS News Australia
Disney+ sets out its ad-break stall: no alcohol, no politics and no Netflix. Irish Independent

Alcohol use is linked to cancer — so why aren’t there warnings on bottles? Toronto Star
Dozens of people in Puvirnituq take challenge to get sober. Nunatsiaq News
Designated drivers in Longueuil drink for free. CTV News Montreal
Ontario to allow bars, restaurants to serve alcohol starting at 7 a.m. for World Cup. CBC News
Cancer warning labels on alcohol would not reinvent wheel, Senator says. CTV News Ottawa
L’alcool coule à flots aux TNO. L’Aquilon
Lancement de l’Opération ruban rouge pour lutter contre l’alcool au volant à Ottawa. Radio Canada
Des boissons non alcoolisées gratuites pour les conducteurs désignés à Laval. Radio Canada
Le gouvernement manitobain veut à nouveau réduire les restrictions sur la vente d’alcool. Radio Canada

US alcohol deaths rose nearly 30% in first year of Covid, data shows. The Guardian
Mandatory alcohol information virtually invisible online. University of Auckland
Global oral health status report: towards universal health coverage for oral health by 2030. WHO [alcohol key risk factor]
No alcoholic beer sales in World Cup stadiums: FIFA. CBC News
Pas d’alcool pour les partisans autour des stades. La Presse
Alcohol could be ‘hidden like tobacco’ in marketing curbs [Scotland]. The Herald
Morocco Refuses to Increase Taxes on Alcohol to Protect Public Health. Morocco World News
Queensland eases alcohol restrictions for Cape York community amid trend away from prohibition. The Guardian
Why New Zealand must consider restricting alcohol sponsorship of broadcast sports as part of a wider law reform. The Conversation
October 2022

Canada
- Read University of Calgary to lead provincewide post-secondary recovery program. Calgary Herald
- Read Alcool au volant : les associations revendiquent un taux de 0,05. Le Quotidien
- Read Iqaluit votes ‘no’ to off-site beer sales. Nunatsiaq News
- Read Workers protest Sask. closing government liquor stores, minister calls it a 'business decision'. CBC News
- Read Canadian parents are being told they drink way too much and REALLY?! Today's Parent

International
- Read Netherlands: Alcohol Roundtable Disbanded Over Failure to Achieve Progress Due to Alcohol Industry Involvement. Movendi
- Read 'I take it with a pinch of salt': why women question health warnings linking alcohol with breast cancer. The Conversation
- Read Alcohol-induced deaths in Australia at their highest in 10 years, study finds. The Guardian
- Read Alcohol regulations and restrictions: Phil Cain. On the Move
- Read Stephen Donnelly did not share warning from his officials on dire impact new pub laws will have on health services. The Independent Ireland
- Read New Initiative to Tackle Alcohol Harms Will Focus on Taxation. Health Policy Watch
- Read Alcohol sector goes all in on e-labels amid mixed signals from EU. Euractiv
- Read Communities from Around the World Call on Netflix to Exclude Alcohol Ads. Movendi
- Read Coalition sues to force Treasury Department decision on alcohol labeling
- Read Community opposition strengthened under new alcohol laws. 1 News New Zealand
- Read Japan sees sharp rise in drunken-driving cases linked to electric scooters. The Japan Times
- Read Alcohol industry body offering teachers training about drinking despite health department advice. Irish Examiner

September 2022

Canada
- Read Cheers to alcohol guidelines that prioritize our health. Toronto Star op-ed by Andrea Seale of the Canadian Cancer Society
- Read Nunavut organization seeks to shape new attitude about FASD among Inuit. CBC News
- Read Alcohol restrictions now in effect in Kugluktuk. Nunatsiaq News.
- Read New research, guidelines and data asks Yukoners to take a hard look at their drinking
- Read UVic scientist wants labels on alcohol to show health risks. Times Colonist
- Read Dr. Strang explains newly proposed guidelines of alcohol consumption. CBC
- Read How many drinks a week are safe? Canada considers a much lower limit. The New York Times
- Listen A new measure of unhealthy drinking. The Globe and Mail
- Lire Fruité, vif et... cancérigène. La Presse

International
- Read Civil society unites behind Ireland’s labelling plans. European Alcohol Policy Alliance
- Read Why Gen-Zer’s are growing up sober curious. BBC Worklife
- Read Should billboard advertising be banned? BBC News
- Read Chloe Swarbrick confident alcohol harm reduction bill will find first-reading support. RNZ
- Read Drinking in Denial: In Ireland we underestimate harmful alcohol consumption. Health Research Board
➢ **Book chapter** Bright Lights, No City: Investigating Young People’s Suburban and Rural Drinkscapes in Youth Beyond the City

➢ **Read** New poll reveals strong public support for health warnings in alcohol labelling, on-product. Alcohol Action Ireland

➢ **Listen** Could Australia follow Canada’s lead on alcohol guidelines? ABC Radio

➢ **Read** Should I give my teen alcohol? Just a sip, the whole can or none at all? The Conversation

---

**August 2022**

*Canada*

➢ **Read** Canada’s low-risk alcohol use guidelines have been slashed to 6 drinks per week. Here’s why. The Conversation

➢ **Watch** New report suggests limiting alcohol to 2 drinks per week, Global News

➢ **Watch** Senator Patrick Brazeau on alcohol labels, CTV News

➢ **Read** More than 6 drinks a week leads to higher health risks, new report suggests — especially for women, CBC News

➢ **Read or Listen** Plus de six verres par semaine auraient de graves impacts sur la santé, selon une étude, Radio-Canada

➢ **Watch** New alcohol guidelines suggest there’s no safe amount, CBC News

➢ **Read** Ottawa urged to label alcohol after report links moderate use to increased risk of cancer, other fatal illnesses, The Globe and Mail

➢ **Read** Proposed update to Canada’s alcohol guidelines suggests as few as 3 drinks per week, Global News

➢ **Read** Report recommends warning labels for beer, wine and liquor — but industry fears ‘administrative burden’. The Record

➢ **Read** New Momentum For Cancer Warning Labeling on Alcohol in Canada. Movendi International

➢ **Read** It’s time to revise Canada’s low-risk alcohol drinking guidelines. Healthy Debate

➢ **Read** One of the country’s first sober student residences to open in Windsor. CTV News Windsor

*International*

➢ **Read** Call for improved alcohol labelling as new study reveals ‘better-for-you’ claims may mislead consumers. Obesity Prevention Coalition

➢ **Read** Japan urges its young people to drink more to boost economy

➢ **Read** Big Alcohol Fuels Addiction in the LGBTQ+ Community. The Progressive Magazine

➢ **Read** Tobacco giant’s cash for vapes scheme paused after backlash from Australian health experts

➢ **Read** Social media ads are about to change – how new rules on content marketing will affect what you see and share. The Conversation UK

➢ **Read** Like many of my fellow Gen Zers, getting drunk is not on my agenda. The Guardian

➢ **Read** Getting on board the sober curious movement. Guelph Today

➢ **Read** The price of alcohol: Call for alcohol-harm levy. The Irish Times

---

**July 2022**

➢ **Read** Search for plan to shrink city’s alcohol availability after court ruling, STV News

➢ **Read** Alcohol deaths from pandemic drinking are predicted to rise, BBC

---

**June 2022**

➢ **Read** “Calling for protection from a torrent of alcohol-related misinformation” Croakey

---

**May 2022**

➢ **Read** “Alcohol marketing has crossed borders and entered the metaverse – how do we regulate the new digital risk?” The Conversation
February 2022
➢ Read “New research shows two glasses of wine enough to hit daily sugar limit” BBC News

January 2022
➢ Watch “Alcohol can cause cancer, so why don’t most Canadians know that?” CBC The National